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Abstract
The IRNSS and SBAS constellations have geostationary satellites in the space segment.
Geostationary satellites provide additional observations and are always visible to a given
user. However, due to their small line-of-sight velocities, geostationary satellites have two
unique challenges: Doppler collision and observability, both of which can affect their use
in an RTK solution.

The first phase of this research is aimed at understanding Doppler collision. It is a unique
phenomenon in GNSS where tracking errors are introduced in the measurements due to
cross-correlation between two or more satellites. Doppler collisions affect geostationary
satellites for longer durations and the error resembles code multipath. If not mitigated,
Doppler collision could have an impact on the ability to use code measurements of
geostationary satellites in RTK positioning. This research describes likely conditions for
Doppler collision, derives a Doppler collision error envelope for geostationary
pseudorange measurements, and then demonstrates the effect using simulated and live
signals.

The second phase of this research presents the effect of Doppler collision on an RTK
solution using geostationary satellites, with emphasis on ambiguity convergence time.
Multiple mitigation techniques such as de-weighting of geostationary observations and
use of narrow correlator are proposed to reduce the impact of Doppler collision.
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The third phase talks about the observability of a geostationary satellite. The relatively
static nature of geostationary satellites leads to poor observability and has a direct impact
on the convergence of ambiguities. The poor observability can limit the use of standalone
constellations such as IRNSS in an RTK solution.

Finally, an investigation is conducted on both hardware-simulated and live data of IRNSS
to understand the impact of Doppler collision and observability. Mitigation methods are
applied, and the improvement in the code measurement error and the convergence of
ambiguities is presented. Overall, this thesis is aimed at addressing some of the key
issues arising from the use of geostationary satellites in an RTK solution so that a multiconstellation RTK solution progresses one step closer to the possibility of an allconstellation RTK solution, including IRNSS.
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Chapter One: Introduction
The Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) is an independent regional
navigation system developed by the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) to
provide reliable position, navigation and timing services over the Indian sub-continental
region. The IRNSS has the operational name called “NavIC”, an abbrevation of
Navigation with Indian Constellation and means “sailor” or “navigator” in Sanskrit. IRNSS
provides two types of services – an open service without encryption called Standard
Positioning Service (SPS) and an authorized service with encryption called Restricted
Service (RS) (Mruthyunjaya and Ganeshan 2014). The SPS service is an open service
for civilian applications and is transmitted on the L5-band (centered at 1176.45 MHz) and
S-band (centered at 2492.028 MHz).

1.1 Problem Statement
IRNSS is a unique system that, unlike other satellite systems, does not transmit any
signals on the L1 band but rather uses the L5 band. The use of L5 band creates a situation
where there would be dedicated users only for IRNSS and would be looking for
standalone service. While the SPS is intended for single point positioning, similar to the
Global Positioning System (GPS) SPS, following positioning services would also be
possible with standalone IRNSS:
1. Differential Positioning (Kee et al. 1991; Enge and Van Dierendonck 1996)
2. Real Time Kinematic (RTK) (Remondi 1985; Hwang 1991; Talbot 1993)
1

3. Precise Point Positioning (PPP) (Kouba and Héroux 2001; Héroux, P. et al.
2004) would also be possible with standalone IRNSS.

IRNSS consists of three geostationary satellites or Geosynchronous Equatorial Orbit
(GEO) satellites and four Inclined GeoSynchronous Orbit (IGSO) satellites in contrast to
the GPS constellation, which includes only Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites. MEO
and IGSO satellites have large Doppler variations and the presence of any Doppler
collision effect would last a few seconds (Balaei and Akos 2011). The presence of GEO
satellites brings a set of challenges such as Doppler collision (Lestarquit et al. 2009),
observability (O’Keefe et al. 2006) and multipath (Braasch 1996) in an RTK solution.
Doppler collision and observability are the challenges unique to GEO satellites whereas
multipath is observed depending upon the user environment. Doppler collision and
observability have an impact on the estimation of the navigation solution. The impact
would not be significant on Single Point Positioning (SPP) where the error would be
similar to the other errors not accounted for in SPP including code multipath and
atmospheric errors whereas the convergence and the accuracy of an RTK or PPP
solution would be affected. From this point onwards, the thesis will focus on RTK since
the effect of both the factors is similar on an RTK or PPP solution.

1.1.1 RTK using GEO Satellites
Three significant challenges are encountered in an RTK solution using GEO satellites:
2

1.1.1.1 Doppler Collision
Doppler collision is a physical phenomenon that occurs in Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) systems where code measurement errors are observed due to cross-correlation
effects when the Doppler frequency between measurements from two different satellites
is zero or smaller than the code lock loop bandwidth (Lestarquit et al. 2009; Balaei and
Akos 2009). During collision periods, Doppler collision introduces error in the code
measurements and can affect ambiguity convergence (Teunissen 2001a). Even if the
ambiguities are fixed, they could be wrong which can lead to poor accuracy and reliability
(Teunissen et al. 1999). The impact of Doppler collision on ambiguity convergence and
correct fix requires further study and the effect should be addressed in the RTK solution
using GEO satellites of IRNSS.

1.1.1.2 Poor Observability
The observability condition defines our ability to determine the state variables from the
given measurements (Gelb et al. 1974). Given that the GEO satellites are relatively static
to users on the Earth; the observations at each epoch are highly time correlated with little
additional information in subsequent observations (El-Rabbany 1994). The observability
of GEO satellites is factored into an estimation solution using time-correlation of
measurements. Time-correlated measurements have an adverse impact on the ability to
determine the output states and can affect the ambiguity resolution (Olynik et al. 2002;
O’Keefe et al. 2006; Petovello et al. 2009). However, in the case of GEO satellites, limited
3

research has been undertaken to determine the effect of observability on fixing
ambiguities, its correctness, and integrity.

1.1.1.3 Stationary Multipath
For a static user in a multipath environment, the multipath error of GEO satellite in the
code and carrier phase measurements will change gradually over several hours because
relative motion between the user and the satellite is minimal (Landau et al. 2013; Wang
et al. 2015). If the error is significant enough to corrupt the double-differenced
measurements, false ambiguities will be obtained, and thus efficient multipath mitigation
techniques are required to mitigate multipath in GEO satellites. Extensive research has
been undertaken on mitigating multipath and well know code multipath mitigation
techniques include Narrow Correlator Technology (Van Dierendonck et al. 1992),
Multipath Estimation Delay-Lock Loop (MEDLL) (Townsend and Fenton 1994), Strobe
Correlator (Garin and Rousseau 1997), and Vision Correlator (Fenton and Jones 2005).
Carrier multipath mitigation techniques include the use of antenna array (Ray et al. 1999).
Multipath mitigation is a broad area of research, and this work will cover topics based on
the requirements to mitigate Doppler collision.

These issues associated with GEO satellites are not limited to IRNSS as they can be
observed in BeiDou and Satellite-Based Augmentation System (SBAS) GEO satellites
that provide ranging information. One such segment of SBAS is the Wide Area
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Augmentation System (WAAS), which transmits ranging information (Schempp et al.
2008). If an RTK solution incorporates WAAS satellites, the issues with GEO satellites
discussed about will come into effect.

1.1.2 Limitations
Despite a decade of research work in the area of assessing GEO satellites for navigation
solutions, limited research addresses issues related to GEO satellites in an RTK solution.
Boriskin et al. (2007) have shown improvement in the satellite availability of WAAS
satellites in an RTK solution. Odolinski et al. (2015) and Odolinski et al. (2014)
investigated the use of BeiDou’s GEO satellites in an RTK solution but do not discuss the
issues unique to GEO satellites.

Doppler collision is an important aspect of GEO satellites that has only been studied using
WAAS satellites. Lestarquit and Nouvel (2012) found code measurement errors
introduced due to Doppler collision. Using the standard correlator, the error varies about
+/- 9 m for a single cross-correlation peak and lasts up to two hours. Considering the
magnitude of code error and its duration, use of WAAS satellites in RTK solution during
Doppler collision is challenging. Similarly, IRNSS uses Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK)
modulated C/A codes (Mruthyunjaya and Ganeshan 2014) and hence the same effects
of Doppler collision are possible in GEO satellites of IRNSS. Given the lack of research
towards the Doppler collision on GEO satellites in IRNSS, it is important to analyze its
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effects and limitations in the use of GEO satellites in an RTK solution because GEO
satellites form a significant part of the entire IRNSS system. Extensive study is required
to understand whether Doppler collision can limit the use of IRNSS system for an RTK
solution and if so, effective mitigations techniques are needed to overcome the effect and
realize the RTK solution.

The observability was not a primary concern in the case of MEO satellites because of
continuously changing satellite geometry, and thus there was limited focus on
observability. However, with the deployment of GEO satellites in IRNSS, there are
temporal effects on the observations (Olynik et al. 2002; El-Rabbany and Kleusberg 2003;
Miller et al. 2010) and the poor observability of GEO satellites needs to be studied. If the
time correlation of observations is severe, it can significantly affect the convergence time
of ambiguities. A detailed analysis incorporating the covariance analysis of GEO satellites
can resolve this issue. If the IRNSS constellation were to be expanded in the future, any
changes required in the space segment to improve observability could be recommended.

1.1.3 Motivations
In the area of multi-constellation RTK, much of the research work has been accomplished
in parts. GPS and GLObal NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS) constellations have
been widely used in RTK (Dai 2000; Rossbach 2000; Ong et al. 2009) while RTK using
GPS and Galileo have been analyzed in detail (Alves 2001; Tiberius et al. 2002; O’Keefe
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et al. 2009). The combination of BeiDou and Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) in an
RTK solution has been extensively researched (Nadarajah and Teunissen 2014;
Odolinski et al. 2015). Limited research is available on the integration of all six
constellations (including IRNSS) along with SBAS satellites for an RTK solution. An
attempt was made to create a multi-constellation RTK solution consisting of GPS,
GLONASS, Galileo, and BeiDou (Bhandari et al. 2013). The next step would be to
integrate the RTK solution using standalone IRNSS and later SBAS and QZSS. However,
an all constellation RTK solution is possible only if the issues related to GEO satellites
are resolved. The primary motivation behind this research is to address the issues of
Doppler collision and observability and realize RTK solution using IRNSS and other GEO
satellites.

Another emerging field of carrier phase positioning is low-cost high accuracy positioning.
Bhaskar et al. (2015) demonstrated the use of carrier phase positioning in handheld
devices despite g-sensitivity challenges with oscillators whereas Pesyan et al. (2017)
obtained centimeter-accurate GNSS positioning using low-cost antennas. Odolinski and
Teunissen (2017) successfully demonstrated the application of RTK using an inexpensive
device. All these applications are constrained by the bandwidth of the GNSS signal and
would be more effective using larger correlator spacing that can provide less noise in the
code and carrier phase measurements. However, due to hardware constraints on frontend bandwidth, if the correlator uses a wide chip spacing, it is important to analyze the
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effect of Doppler collision because its impact is severe with large chip spacing. Although
the multipath and the antenna bias are significant challenges in handheld devices, once
resolved, the focus would shift towards Doppler collision errors.

1.2 Objectives and Contributions
The primary aim of the research is to investigate the RTK solution using GEO satellites.
The investigation will help to incorporate observations of GEO satellites from IRNSS and
SBAS in an RTK solution that can accept observations from all six constellations and
provide an accurate, reliable, and robust RTK solution for static as well as dynamic
applications. The research has the following objectives:
1. The first objective is to assess the likely conditions of Doppler collision and its
impact on code measurements by observing Doppler across geostationary
satellites, finding Doppler crossing windows, deriving possible combinations of
code for Doppler collision and then obtaining code measurement errors. The
process includes the use of simulated data in controlled conditions as well as live
data from WAAS and other GEO satellites.
2. The second objective is to obtain and assess the RTK solution using GEO
satellites during Doppler collision through the development of an RTK software that
can accept WAAS observations and provide metrics that signify the effect of
Doppler collision. Once the impact is observed, possible solutions to mitigate
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Doppler collision are discussed. A comparison is provided between improvement
in the RTK solution with and without reducing Doppler collision errors.
3. The third objective is to assess observability of GEO satellites in IRNSS. First, the
poor observability is presented using WAAS satellites, and then the same method
is extended to IRNSS. A complete theoretical analysis is undertaken to determine
the limitations of existing IRNSS constellation for RTK. Multiple solutions are
developed to address poor observability and are presented using post processing
estimation techniques. A new IRNSS constellation is proposed to overcome the
shortcomings of the poor observability.
4. Lastly, the Doppler collision mitigation techniques and the possible solutions for
improved observability are applied to IRNSS constellation. The improvement in an
RTK solution is demonstrated using simulated as well as live data from IRNSS
satellites. This assessment will help realize an integrated RTK solution for all
constellations.

The objective of assessing Doppler collision is achieved in stages and published as
follows. Bhandari (2015) presents preliminary results of the Doppler collision and its effect
on the correlation triangle. The Doppler variations of GEO satellites and occurrence of
Doppler collision over a geographical region are discussed in a magazine article
(Bhandari and O’Keefe 2016). Bhandari and O’Keefe (2017) provide a complete analysis
of the first two objectives. The magnitude of Doppler collision error, its duration, and its
9

behavior are discussed in great detail. An RTK solution using WAAS satellites is obtained
and the impact of Doppler collision on convergence time is analyzed. The last two
objectives are under development for publication and will discuss the impact of
observability on IRNSS and geostationary satellites. It will present the limitations of
IRNSS constellation in achieving desired results of convergence time in RTK and possible
solutions to overcome the issues.

The major contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:
1. The thesis provides the description of parameters affecting the Doppler collision
due to geostationary satellites in SBAS, BeiDou, and IRNSS. It establishes
systematic methods to repeatedly observer Doppler collision using hardware
simulation and live data. This a key contribution for any future research on Doppler
collision. The measurement error is observed using geostationary satellites and
the nature of Doppler collision is described.
2. Secondly, the thesis established the effect of Doppler collision on an RTK solution,
especially when the number of geostationary satellites employed in the RTK
solution is significant. The Doppler collision affects the float solution and
convergence of ambiguities which in turn lead to larger time to fix ambiguities.
Mitigations techniques are proposed at the navigation solution and measurement
level.
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3. The third major contribution is establishing the effect of poor observability of
geostationary satellites in an RTK solution using WAAS satellites and later
standalone IRNSS satellites. Several mitigation techniques are obtained and
recommendations are provided for the expansion of IRNSS constellation.
4. Lastly, the effect of Doppler collision is observed in IRNSS using hardware
simulated data and live data and an RTK solution using IRNSS is demonstrated.

1.3 Thesis Outline
The structure of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 presents background information about the carrier phase positioning and RTK
solution using multi-constellation observations. An overview of IRNSS and other
constellations using geostationary satellites is provided. Further, a brief explanation of the
Doppler collision and its impact on code measurements is presented. The chapter ends
with a theoretical discussion about the observability of GEO satellites.

Chapter 3 describes Doppler collision in detail. Initial sections discuss the parameters
affecting Doppler collision event and its likely conditions. A series of experiments are
conducted to observe Doppler collision using simulated conditions and live data
collection. The impact of Doppler collision on code measurements is presented with
extensive analysis on code and Doppler measurements.
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Chapter 4 describes an RTK solution using GEO satellites during Doppler collision. The
RTK solution provides a set of metrics and highlights the impact of Doppler collision.
Further, mitigation methods for Doppler collision are discussed. Multiple experiments are
conducted to demonstrate the improvement in the RTK solution due to mitigation
techniques.

Chapter 5 provides an exhaustive analysis of the observability of GEO satellites and
IRNSS constellations. The current IRNSS constellation has limitations on observability,
and

hence

various

modifications

in

IRNSS

constellation

are

presented.

A

recommendation for the expansion of IRNSS is provided and the improvement in
observability is validated using software simulations.

Chapter 6 presents an RTK solution using IRNSS. The subsections provide in-depth
analysis of the Doppler collision and observability on the IRNSS constellation. Finally, the
reduction in the code measurement errors in IRNSS during Doppler collision conditions
is discussed.

Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions along with suggestions for future work.
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Chapter Two: Multi-Constellation RTK and Geostationary Satellites
This chapter begins with the theoretical background of RTK positioning with emphasis on
ambiguity resolution and convergence time involving all six constellations. Further, an
overview of the current state of IRNSS and other GEO segments is presented. A literature
review is conducted on an RTK solution using GEO satellites, and limitations of current
research are described. Lastly, a theoretical discussion on the Doppler collision and the
observability is provided.

2.1 RTK Positioning
In satellite navigation, the distance measured between the user and a satellite is called
pseudorange (Parkinson et al. 1996a). The term “range” is prefixed with “pseudo”
because observation includes user clock bias. A receiver measures pseudorange given
as

riSf  RriSf  dRiS  c(dtr  dT iS )  I iSf  T iS  riSf  BriSf  riSf

2.1

where  is the pseudorange (m), ‘r’ indicates the receiver under test, ‘i’ is the observed
satellite, ‘f’ is the symbol for carrier frequency in the GNSS satellite system ‘S’, R is the
true geometric range (m), dR is the satellite orbital error (m), dt and dT are the receiver
and satellite clock errors respectively (s), c is the speed of light (m/s), I is the ionospheric
error (m), T is the tropospheric error (m),  is the code multipath error (m), B is the sum
of inter-channel hardware bias, inter-frequency bias, and cross-correlation errors (m), and

 is the receiver code noise (m).
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The code measurements consist of errors that can be divided into three categories.
Firstly, the distance-specific errors consist of satellite orbital error, satellite clock error and
user clock error (Lachapelle 1991). Secondly, spatial errors include ionospheric and
tropospheric delays, multipath, interference, and jamming (interference and jamming
effects are beyond the scope of this research). Lastly, receiver-specific errors consist of
inter-channel bias, cross-correlation error and receiver noise. Even though receiver noise
is independent of the satellite system, it is dependent on the receiver make and the signal
tracking strategies used in the receiver. If only code measurements are used to compute
a navigation solution, the positioning method is called “Single Point Solution” (SPS)
(Parkinson et al. 1996a). The user has to employ various techniques to get rid of all the
measurement errors including atmospheric errors and multipath, which form a significant
portion of the code error.

Differencing code observations from a reference station to the user receiver minimizes
atmospheric errors along with satellites orbital error and satellite clock error. The
reference station and user receiver are also called “base” and “rover” respectively. The
distance between base and rover is named “baseline” and typically varies from a few
metres to hundreds of kilometres (Kee et al. 1991; Parkinson et al. 1996b). This technique
is called Differential GPS (DGPS), and marine navigation uses it widely. The differencing
between base and rover observations can be modelled as
14

biSf,r  RbiSf,r  dRiS  c(dtb,r )  I iSf  T iS  biSf,r  BbiSf,r  biSf,r

2.2

where Δ stands for the differencing observations between base ‘b’ and rover ‘r’ receivers.

Differencing observations between a base and the rover statistically add receiver noise
since base and rover observations are independent. The multipath is not eliminated
because the multipath environment is different for given base and rover. A minimum
multipath environment for base and rover can reduce this effect.

GNSS receivers may collect the second set of observations called carrier phase
measurements (Remondi 1985; Parkinson et al. 1996a). A carrier phase measurement is
the number of carrier cycles present between satellite phase center and receiver phase
center. Carrier phase measurements are generated by integrating the count of
Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NCO), which represent the Doppler readings
(O’Driscoll 2010). Since the exact number of cycles is not known to the receiver, the NCO
is initialized with a pre-defined value and integrated over the time. The initialization leads
to a situation where carrier phase measurements are ambiguous in nature. The carrier
phase measurement is represented as

riSf  RriSf  dRiS  c(dtr  dT iS )   f N  I iSf  T iS  riSf  riSf
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2.3

where  is the carrier phase observation, N is the integer ambiguity, and  f is the
wavelength for the given carrier frequency f.

The carrier phase measurement noise is a tiny fraction of carrier wavelength and very
small in comparison to code measurement noise (Misra and Enge 2006). However, due
to ambiguous nature of carrier phase measurement, SPS cannot use carrier phase
measurements directly in a solution. Fortunately, code and carrier phase measurements
can be combined to form carrier smoothed code measurements and offer a modest
improvement in solution accuracy (Misra and Enge 2006).

The third set of observations in GNSS receivers consists of Doppler measurements. A
Doppler measurement is the satellite Doppler frequency observed by the user. It is
affected by satellite motion, user dynamics and includes the satellite and user clock drifts
and can be denoted as

driSf  DriSf  f ( tr   T iS )   I iSf /  f   driSf

2.4

where d is the observed Doppler (Hz), D is the true Doppler (Hz),  t and  T are the
receiver and satellite clock drifts respectively (seconds per second),  I
ionospheric error (m/s), and  d is the Doppler noise (Hz).
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is the drift in

2.1.1 Measurement Differencing and Float Solution
Differencing code and carrier measurements of a base with the rover observations
reduces atmospheric errors. With this operation, satellite errors such as orbital error and
satellite clock error, and spatial errors such as ionospheric errors and tropospheric errors,
are reduced or eliminated. This step is called Single Differencing (SD) (Misra and Enge
2006) given as

biSf,r  RbiSf,r  dRiS  c(dtb,r )   f N  I iSf  T iS  biSf,r  biSf,r

2.5

The underlying assumption in the between-receiver differencing is that the errors
mentioned above are same in rover and base receivers. If the errors vary, then effective
methods are incorporated to reduce or eliminate the errors. For example, the tropospheric
error over an extended baseline varies a few metres and is removed using tropospheric
modelling (Hopfield 1969; Saastamoinen 1972). The resultant solution is called “float
solution” (Talbot 1993), which consists of position states and single-differenced
ambiguities. If the ambiguous factor of differenced carrier phase measurements is
determined, then the ambiguities are called fixed ambiguities. The solution obtained using
fixed ambiguities is a precise solution with an accuracy of a few centimetres.

By performing between-receiver differencing, the receiver clock is not eliminated and is
present as single-differenced clock bias. If the clock bias is stable, one can resolve
ambiguities; however, in general, the oscillators in base and rover have clock drift, and
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this puts limitations on fixing ambiguities. Fortunately, single-differenced measurements
reduce errors of large magnitude (ionospheric and tropospheric errors), and it is possible
to get an improved solution called “single-differenced float solution” without fixing
ambiguities.

After SD, the second level of differencing, called Double Differencing (DD), is performed.
Here the single-differenced measurements between two satellites are subtracted (Hwang
1991; Misra and Enge 2006). DD removes single-differenced clock bias and provides an
option to fix ambiguities. The measurements consist of double-differenced geometric
range and double-differenced ambiguities plus the noise terms shown as

biSf,r , jSf  RbiSf,r , jSf   f N  biSf,r , jSf  biSf,r , jSf
DDTrue Range

2.6

DD Ambiguities

DD cannot eliminate the statistically independent random error, which is receiver noise.
In fact, the receiver noise gets added up, and the measurements are more prone to
receiver noise of base or rover. Also, the DD cannot eliminate multipath, receiver crosscorrelation errors and inter-channel bias. If any or all of the receiver noise, multipath,
receiver cross-correlation error and inter-channel bias are of large magnitude, mitigation
methods are required before performing using the base and rover observations.
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Between-receiver differencing and between-satellite differencing can be completed in any
sequence. However, the advantage of performing between-receiver differencing at first
step is the availability of float solution using single-differenced measurements without the
need of the fixing the ambiguities. If between-satellite differencing is carried out at the first
step, the majority of large errors are present, and float solution offers no significant
improvement in comparison to an SPS.

2.1.2 Ambiguity Resolution Models
The important step in an RTK solution is the ambiguity resolution, which is
computationally intensive and introduces an integrity risk since the accuracy of a fixed
solution depends on correct ambiguity resolution. This process may or may not include
the simultaneous estimation of the position solution using geometry-based model or the
satellite-to-receiver range using geometry-free model (Odijk 2002).

2.1.2.1 Geometry-Based Model
The geometry-based model linearizes code and phase observations. The linearization
step requires true base position, and the estimation process includes the relative position
of rover, which is known as “baseline components” in output states. The geometry-based
model has better redundancy because the baseline components are coupled to
pseudorange measurements. The major disadvantage of this model is the linearization
step. In geometry-based model, the ambiguity resolution can also be achieved using only
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carrier phase measurements. However, the estimation step requires carrier phase
measurements at two epochs (Odijk 2008).

2.1.2.2 Geometry-Free Model
In the geometry-free model, the primary goal is to fix ambiguities. The state estimates
include receiver-satellites ranges, and no baseline components are estimated. Since no
baseline components are present in the estimation process, this model adds one more
step of finding the user position after ambiguity resolution. In the geometry-free Model,
code measurements are required in the estimation otherwise the design matrix rank will
be deficient.

2.1.3 Ambiguity Resolution Methods
Irrespective of the model used in the ambiguity resolution, the mathematics for the
resolution process is the same. There are many ambiguity resolution methods as listed
below:
1. Least-Squares Ambiguity Search Technique – LSAST (Hatch 1991)
2. Fast Ambiguity Resolution Approach – FARA (Frei and Beutler 1990)
3. Modified Cholesky Decomposition (Euler and Landau 1992)
4. Least-squares Ambiguity Decorrelation Adjustment – LAMBDA (Teunissen 1995)
5. Fast Ambiguity Search Filter – FASF (Chen and Lachapelle 1995)
6. Three Carrier Ambiguity Resolution – TCAR (Harris 1997)
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7. Integrated TCAR by (Vollath et al. 1999)
8. Optimal Method for Estimating GPS Ambiguities – OMEGA (Kim and Langley
1999)
9. Cascaded Integer Resolution – CIR (Jung et al. 2000)
The LAMBDA is widely accepted method because it is computationally efficient and
hence the discussion here is limited from the evolution of the simplest method to
LAMBDA.

2.1.3.1 Brute Force and Integer Round-off
This method rounds the float ambiguities to the nearest integer ambiguity. The ambiguity
search space is defined based on the variance of ambiguity states, and the correct integer
ambiguities are obtained by examining the search space on each ambiguity. The major
disadvantage of this method is the large computational load and wider search space that
makes ambiguity resolution practically impossible on the fly. The mathematical
representation of Integer Round-off is (Odijk 2002)
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where the float ambiguity vector and its corresponding correlation matrix respectively are
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where [ a ] is the nearest integer rounding operation, and [a1 a2

aq ] is the vector of

single-differenced or double-differenced float ambiguities.

2.1.3.2 Bootstrapping
The double-differenced ambiguities are highly correlated, and if the correlation between
the double-differenced ambiguities is taken into consideration, the search space can be
reduced moderately. This method is defined as Bootstrapping and represented as
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2.9

2.1.3.3 Integer Least-Squares
Integer Least-Squares (ILS) method is based on the Maximum Likelihood Estimator
(MLE). The estimation of ambiguity states provides minimal residuals between float and
fixed ambiguities. The minimization criteria is




min(
a  a)T Q1 (a  a)
q

aZ

2.10

a



The ambiguity search space is a hyper-ellipsoid centered at a of which the shape is
governed by Q and the search space bound is given by
a





(a  a)T Q1 (a  a)  2

2.11

a

where the factor  2 is a positive constant and chosen sufficiently large, such that search
space still contains the ILS ambiguities. The upper limit for  2 is obtained using the integer
bootstrapped solution as follows








2  (a  a B )T Q1 (a  a B )
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a

Using this ILS space search concept (Teunissen 1995), the integer ambiguities are
bounded as
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ILS has been proven to be the optimal integer ambiguity resolution method in terms of
theoretical success rate when compared with other methods including Integer Ambiguity
Rounding and Bootstrapping (Teunissen 1998, 1999). Teunissen et al. (1999) have also
discussed the reliability of ambiguity resolution based on the integer bootstrapping
success rate and have described the effect of optimality of ILS using an approximate
ambiguity Variance-Covariance (VC) matrix (Teunissen 2000).

2.1.3.4 LAMBDA
In the case of double-differenced ambiguities, the correlation matrix is non-diagonal that
leads to large search space and computationally inefficient ILS. The search space can
be reduced by decorrelating the original float ambiguities, and the correlation matrix
becomes a diagonal matrix. The process is called Z-transformation (Teunissen 1993,
1995) and is given as




z  Z T a; Q  Z T Q Z
z
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a
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where Z is the transformation matrix consisting of only integers elements. Once the
ambiguities are transformed, the search operation is performed using the ILS criterion:




min(
z  z )T Q1 ( z  z )
q
zZ

2.15

z



The solution of this minimization problem, denoted by z , can be back-transformed to the
original ambiguity domain using inverse Z-transformation given as



a  Z T z
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The entire process is called the LAMBDA method and is a well-proven method for
ambiguity resolution method (de Jonge and Tiberius 1996). The statistical aspects of
carrier phase ambiguity resolution using LAMBDA have been extensively studied
(Teunissen 2001b; Verhagen 2005a).

2.1.4 Validation of Ambiguity Resolution
The performance of ambiguity resolution is validated using one or more of the following
metrics:
2.1.4.1 Probability of Correct Fix
The Probability of Correct Fix (PCF), also known as Probability of Success, is a theoretical
criterion defined to quantify the correctness of the ambiguity fix (Teunissen 1998;
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Verhagen 2005a). If PCF is close to one, the ambiguity is deemed as fixed correctly.
There is another term called Probability of Incorrect Fix (PIF), which is equal to one minus
the PCF. The calculation of PCF is theoretically and computationally difficult. Hence PCF
is usually approximated by a lower bound of the probability of correct ILS estimation
(Teunissen 1999). The PCF can be computed as


 1
PCF    2 
 2 aˆ
i 1 
i|I


n

 
  1
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where

( x)  

x



1
 1 
exp   y 2 dy
2
 2 

2.18

n is the number ambiguities, and  aˆi|I is the covariance of aˆi|I , which stands for the ith
Least-Squares ambiguity obtained through a conditioning on the previous I  1,

,(i  1)

sequentially rounded ambiguities.

2.1.4.2 Time To First Fix Ambiguities
Time To First Fix Ambiguities (TTFFA) is calculated by averaging the time required to fix
all ambiguities in each attempt throughout a given dataset. The less the TTFFA, the
shorter time in which ambiguities are resolved. If fixed ambiguities are obtained in one
epoch, then it is called instantaneous ambiguity resolution. The term TTFFA is not
uniformly defined in the literature on ambiguity resolution and its variants include Mean
Time To First Fix ambiguities (MTFF) (Zhang et al. 2003), Mean Time To First Fix
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Ambiguities (MTTFFA) (Cao 2009), and Time To Fix Ambiguities (TTFA) (Odijk et al.
2010). This thesis uses the term TTFFA.

2.1.4.3 Ratio Test
In ILS, the “most likely” integer estimate is determined and validated using a
Discrimination Test (Verhagen 2005b) or also called the F-test (Ong 2010). The standard
form of ratio test is

2
K
1

2.19

where 1 is the Sum-Of-Squared (SOS) residuals computed from the most likely integer
estimates, 2 is the SOS residuals computed from the second most likely integer
estimates, and K is the ratio threshold. The likelihood of the correctly fixed solution is
always larger than any other integer estimate, provided there are no systematic errors in
phase measurements (zero bias in residual errors). In case the likelihood of fixed solution
is not sufficiently larger than the likelihood of the second solution, the ratio test cannot
discriminate two solutions. The test is valid under the assumption that measurements
have normally distributed errors and when passed through an ILS estimator results in
normally distributed parameter errors.
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2.1.5 Fixed Solution
After ambiguity resolution, the final step in an RTK solution is to obtain a fixed solution.
The resolved ambiguities, either single-differenced or double-differenced ambiguities, are
put back into corresponding phase observations, and the baseline vector between two
receivers is obtained. For example, if the ambiguity resolution method provides doubledifferenced ambiguities, the state estimation process can use phase observation model
in equation-2.6 and compute baseline components. Finally, the baseline vector is added
to the base position, and the rover position is computed as
Rpos = Bpos + Bb,r

2.20

where Bpos and R pos are the base and rover coordinates respectively, and Bb,r is the
baseline vector. The ambiguities of a satellite will remain fixed and not affect fixed solution
as long as no cycle slip is observed in the carrier phase measurement (Kim and Langley
2001). Once a cycle slip is observed, the entire process of ambiguity resolution and
validation is repeated.

In summary, an RTK solution involves four steps: float solution, ambiguity resolution,
ambiguity validation and compute fixed solution. Figure 2-1 shows a simple flowchart of
an RTK solution. An RTK solution can employ one of the ambiguity resolution methods
discussed above.
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Float Solution

Ambiguity
Resolution

• Geometry-based or
geometry-free model

• LAMBDA or any other
method

Fixed Solution

Ambiguity
Validation

• Otain baseline vector
and add to base
position

• Ratio-test or other
validation test

Figure 2-1 Flowchart of an RTK solution

2.2 Multi-Constellation RTK
GPS and GLONASS constellations have been extensively studied and widely used in an
RTK (Dai 2000; Rossbach 2000; Ong et al. 2009). One of the biggest challenges in using
GLONASS signals in an RTK solution is that the system uses Frequency Division Multiple
Access (FDMA) and thus each satellite signal has a different carrier frequency (Takac
2009; Reussner and Wanninger 2011). The difference in carrier frequency between
satellites leads to inter-channel bias that the receiver design must address. Furthermore,
ambiguity resolution is complicated by the fact that the double-differenced ambiguities
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formed using multiple frequencies cannot be easily converted back to units of distance
without first resolving or assuming a single-differenced ambiguity on the base satellite
(Leick et al. 1998; Habrich et al. 1999). RTK using GPS and GLONASS is assessed in
various operational conditions (Ong et al. 2009) and obstructed environments (Kleiner
2010). Both these implementations use the LAMBDA method to resolve ambiguities and
compute the RTK solution using GPS and GLONASS.

Galileo is a newly deployed GNSS, which is a quadruple frequency constellation,
designed and maintained by the European Union (EU) and the European Space Agency
(ESA). It consists of 24 operational satellites and up to 6 active spares, positioned in three
MEO planes (Galileo ICD 2016). As of June 2017, four (In-Orbit Validation) IOV and 14
Full Operational Capabilities (FOC) satellites have been launched with 10 FOC satellites
in operations (Montenbruck et al. 2014, 2017). RTK using Galileo is possible using the
same approach as GPS. Tiberius et al. (2002) provide a theoretical analysis, which
shows that GPS and Galileo can provide 0.99999999 of confidence in ambiguity
resolution for RTK solutions over short baselines when dual frequency observations are
available from both systems. Verhagen et al. (2010) have demonstrated successful
instantaneous single frequency resolution using GPS and Galileo, albeit only on short
baselines and only in simulation. Recently, more results using E1 live signals has been
presented (Nadarajah and Teunissen 2014; Teunissen et al. 2014).
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BeiDou is a triple frequency GNSS system being developed by China (BeiDou ICD 2016).
BeiDou-2 is already deployed and consists of 13 satellites in operation (Montenbruck et
al. 2014, 2017) among which five satellites are GEOs, six satellites are IGSOs and
remaining MEO satellites. In 2015, China started building of the 3 rd generation BeiDou
(BeiDou-3), which will offer fully global navigation service by 2020. Table 2-1 provides the
current status of the BeiDou-2 constellation.

Table 2-1 BeiDou-2 constellation and its current status
Carrier

Frequency
1561.098

Operational Satellites
MHz

/ GEOs – C01, C02, C03, C04, C05

B1/B1-2

B2

1589.742 MHz

IGSOs – C06, C07, C08, C09, C10, C13

1207.14 MHz

MEOs – C11, C12, C14

Single-epoch ambiguity resolution is explored using GPS and BeiDou over the Asia
Pacific region (Odolinski et al. 2013; Teunissen et al. 2014). Shi et al. (2013) have shown
that an RTK solution is possible using GSO and IGSO satellites in Asia whereas Dou and
O’Keefe (2013) have presented a float RTK solution using GPS with augmentation from
two BeiDou MEO satellites in North America. Fairhurst et al. (2013) and Odolinski et al.
(2015) have shown an integrated solution using GPS and BeiDou; however, the analysis
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with live data does not explain issues such as observability and multipath related to use
of GEO satellites in the RTK solution.

Bhandari et al. (2013) took a step forward and realized a combined four constellation
RTK solution. First, the observations from base and rover are differenced (betweenreceiver SD). If it were a single constellation, one of the satellites could act as a base
satellite and DD could be performed easily. However, in the case of DD using four
constellations, a satellite from each constellation is selected as a base satellite. An
example for DD operator matrix in multi-constellation RTK using four GPS satellites and
three satellites each from GLONASS, Galileo, and BeiDou is shown in equation 2.21.
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2.21

where r is the vector of position states, v is the vector of velocity states, cdt is the vector
of clock bias terms that contains the sum of receiver clock bias and inter-system clock
biases corresponding to each constellation, and cdt is the clock drift of the receiver. G,
K, E, and B denotes GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and BeiDou systems respectively, L1
indicates frequency in use.

The emergence of newly developed navigation satellites systems is not limited to global
systems, and two more regional systems are being developed. The first is the QuasiZenith Satellite System (QZSS), which is under development by the Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency (JAXA) (QZSS ICD 2016). QZSS is a quadruple frequency system.
Currently, it has one operational satellite (Montenbruck et al. 2014, 2017) whereas the
entire constellation will consists of three IGSO satellites and will provide coverage over
Japan, Philippines, Indonesia and Australia. Nadarajah and Teunissen (2014) and
Odolinski et al. (2015) have shown that RTK positioning is possible using QZSS
observation.

The second regional system is IRNSS which is an important system for a multiconstellation RTK solution.

2.2.1 IRNSS
The IRNSS, operationally named as NavIC, has seven satellites with PRN ranging from
1A to 1G. All seven satellites provide continuous coverage over the Indian sub-continent
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(Majithiya et al. 2011; Thoelert et al. 2014; Mruthyunjaya and Ganeshan 2014). Figure
2-2 shows the ground tracks of IRNSS satellites.

Figure 2-2 Ground track of IRNSS satellites over the IRNSS service area
Among seven satellites, three are GEOs and four are IGSOs. The three GEOs: 1C, 1F,
and 1G are located at 830E, 32.50E, and 131.50E respectively. The IGSOs have their
longitude crossings at 550E and 111.750E with two satellites in each plane.

Table 2-2 describes the signal structure of IRNSS. IRNSS transmits on two bands: L5
and S bands with no transmission on L1 band. IRNSS offers two services: SPS and RS.
SPS is a BPSK (1) modulated signal and uses C/A Gold codes with chip length of 1023.
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The navigation data rate is 50 symbols per seconds with ½ rate of FEC encoder. The RS
signal consists of data and pilot channels with BOC (5, 2) signal modulation. Recent
reports state that the onboard clock of IRNSS-1A has failed (GPS World Staff 2017).

Table 2-2 IRNSS constellation and its current status
Carrier
Carrier

Service
Bandwidth

Frequency

Modulation
Type
BPSK (1),
SPS

L5

24 MHz

data rate 50 Hz

(1164.45 - 1188.45 MHz)

BOC (5, 2),

1191.795 MHz
RS
data rate 50 Hz
BPSK (1),
SPS

S

16.5 MHz

data rate 50 Hz

(2483.50 - 2500.00 MHz)

BOC (5, 2),

2492.08 MHz
RS
data rate 50 Hz

Much of the research work related to IRNSS is accomplished on its onboard atomic clock
(Babu et al. 2012; Thoelert et al. 2014) and improving its Time To First Fix (TTFF) (Rao
2013). Recent works have assessed IRNSS L5 signal (Nadarajah et al. 2016) and
obtained SPS using IRNSS (Zaminpardaz et al. 2016a, b) with a few results on RTK using
IRNSS (Li et al. 2017). A significant scope is available in developing a robust and reliable
RTK solution with IRNSS.
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2.2.2 SBAS
Another important aspect of building a multi-constellation RTK solution is to incorporate
GEO satellites from the SBAS augmentation systems. Boriskin et al. (2007) demonstrated
use of SBAS satellites in an RTK solution with benefits of an increased number of
observations at a minimal cost of generating carrier phase measurements for SBAS
satellites. As of June 2017, WAAS PRN 135 and PRN 138 provide ranging information
(Montenbruck et al. 2014, 2017). Limited research is undertaken on issues unique to GEO
satellites. If more SBAS satellites were to transmit ranging information in future, use of
SBAS satellites in RTK solutions would be imminent. Table 2-3 shows the availability of
SBAS satellites.
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Table 2-3 SBAS satellites availability
Ranging
SBAS System

Region

SV PRN

Signals

Information
Available

Wide

Area

Augmentation USA and parts 133,

System (WAAS)
European
Navigation

Geostationary
Overlay

Service

(EGNOS)
GPS-Aided

European

120,

Continent

123, 136

Satellite Japanese

Augmentation System (MSAS)
for
and

Sub-

continent

Multi-functional

Corrections

135, 138

Geo-Augmented Indian

Navigation (GAGAN)

System

of Canada

region

L1/L5

Yes

L1/L5,
PRN 120

No

only L1

127, 128 L1/L5

No

129, 137 L1

No

125, 140 L1

No

Differential
Monitoring Russian region

(SDCM)

2.3 RTK with GEO Satellites
As discussed above, GEOs are a significant segment of IRNSS as well as BeiDou and
are the only satellites in SBAS. An RTK solution with GEOs is possible if issues unique
to geostationary satellites: Doppler collision and observability, are addressed. The
following section provides a complete theoretical background of Doppler collision and
observability of a GNSS satellite.

2.3.1 Doppler Collision
Consider a simple correlation structure in a GNSS receiver (Kaplan and Hegarty 2005)
as given in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3 Correlation structure in a GNSS receiver

A simplified model of the received GNSS signal, ignoring the noise term is given as
(Nouvel et al. 2007; Balaei and Akos 2011)

s(t )  2Cd (t   i )c(t   i )e

j  2 fct c 

2.22

where C is the input signal power,  i is the signal delay, d (t ) is the data modulation, c(t )
is the PRN code, f c is the Doppler frequency, and  c is the carrier phase. The incoming
signal is multiplied by locally generated code c(t  ˆ) , where ˆ is the code phase given
as ˆ   i   , and  is the code phase difference between incoming and locally generated
signals. Then it is multiplied with locally generated carrier resulting as
j 2f t 
sˆ(t )  2Cd (t   i )c(t   i )c(t  ˆ)e  c c 

2.23

where fc  f c  fˆc , fˆc is the local carrier frequency, and  c is the phase difference
between the incoming signal and the local carrier. Consider the Fourier series expansion
of c(t ) , where Tc is the period of the code length.
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where f c  f c  fˆc , fˆc is the local carrier frequency, and  c is the phase difference
between the incoming signal and the local carrier. Let m  i  l and

Rm ( ) 
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m l
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 j  2  
 Tc 
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Equation 2.21 is re-written as


sˆ(t )  2Cd (t   i )  Rm   e

 m


j  2  f c  t c 

  Tc


2.27

m 

Consider the correlator integration time Td . For GPS L1 C/A code, Td is nTc , where n =
{1, 2, 4, 5, 10 or 20}. If data aiding is used, the value of n can exceed 20. Integrating
equation 2.25 between Td / 2 and Td / 2 , the resultant correlator output is (Balaei and
Akos 2011)
R( , f ) 





m 


m 
2CTd d (t   i ) sinc  f c   Td   Rm ( )e jc
Tc  
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2.28

For fc

1/ Tc , where acquisition or tracking is within the main lobe of the integrate and


m 
dump frequency response, and m  0 , the term sinc  f ck   Td  is negligible (Balaei
Tc  


and Akos 2011). Hence the only remaining term will be the case in which m  0 . Thus,
R( , f )  2CTd d (t   i )sinc[(fc )Td ]R0 ( ) e jc

2.29

If the signal is acquired and tracked, then the term f c is zero, and a perfect correlation
triangle is observed.

Similarly, if there are more than one satellites in line-of-sight (PRN ranging from n = 1 to
N), then the cross-correlation formulation is given by (Balaei and Akos 2011)
N

m 
RN ( , f )   2Cn d n (t   i )Td Rmkn ( )  sinc  f ckn   Td  e( jkn )
Tc  
n 1


2.30

where Cn is the nth signal power, d n (t ) is data modulation, Rmkn is cross-correlation function
as defined Eq. 5, and  kn is the carrier phase difference between the kth and nth
satellites. f ckn  f cn  fˆck , where fˆck is the receiver estimation of the desired kth satellite
Doppler frequency, f cn is the received Doppler frequency of the nth satellite signal. The
value of f ckn can reach zero or a few kHz depending on user dynamics and satellite
motion.
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Consider an integer M such that f ckn

M
Tc


1
m 
and m  M , the term sinc  f ckn   Td 
Td
Tc  


is negligible. For example, consider GPS C/A code with code length duration Tc = 1 ms,
given integration time Td = 2 ms, and relative Doppler between two satellites f ckn = 1
kHz. The inequality condition is satisfied at M  1 . If m  1, the Sinc term will reduce to
zero. Thus the only remaining term is
N

M
RN ( , f )   2Cn d n (t   i )Td RDkn ( )  sinc  f ckn 
Tc
n 1


  ( jkn )
 Td  e
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Based on the available number of interfering satellites, the correlation output is
determined by equations 2.28 and 2.29. The resultant correlator output is a combination
of cross-correlation peaks of other satellites and the primary peak of desired GEO, which
is similar to multipath effect. The introduced error is a function of multiple factors (Nouvel
et al. 2007) and discussed below in detail.







Relative Doppler f ckn



Cross-correlation function  RDkn ( ) 



Relative code delay ( )



Relative power  Cn 



Message data  d n (t ) 



Relative carrier phase

 
kn

2.3.1.1 Relative Doppler
In GNSS, although there are many instances on a given day where relative Doppler
between two MEO satellites is small, the duration is insignificant because the satellites’
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Doppler is changing rapidly. However, consider geostationary satellites where relative
Doppler remains small for a good amount of time because of little relative motion. Nouvel
et al. (2007) have shown that Doppler collision between two WAAS satellites occurs twice
a day and each duration lasts for more than an hour. Such significant durations of small
relative Doppler may lead to Doppler collision effect lasting for long durations. The relative
Doppler is an important factor in the occurrence of Doppler collision. If the relative Doppler
is greater than the receiver code lock loop bandwidth, the relative phase moves too much
during the code lock loop integration period and the cross-correlation peak is filtered out.

In the next chapter, the analysis of Doppler collision will begin by observing Doppler
crossing and finding a window of small relative Doppler.

2.3.1.2 Cross-Correlation function
During Doppler collision, the primary peak and a cross-correlation peak formed between
two satellites can interfere creating a distorted correlation triangle (Lestarquit and Nouvel
2012). The error introduced by Doppler collision appears similar to code multipath,
however, in this case, the measurement error is due to the between-satellite crosscorrelation peak rather than a delayed copy of the mean peak. Unlike multipath, the
cross-correlation peak of Doppler collision may be present on either side of a primary
peak resulting in a delay or an advance. The cross-correlation peak will contribute to the
correlation function and cause an offset of the zero-crossing of the discrimination
functions that will result in a tracking error. For example in WAAS C/A codes, which are
Gold codes like the GPS C/A codes, the normalized cross-correlation peak values are
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63/1023 or -65/1023 (Braasch 1997). Figure 2-4 shows that Doppler collision can induce
errors up to 9 m in a standard correlator, when two signals have same signal strength.
The computed error peak is sharp because it is derived based on ideal receiver conditions
such as infinite receiver bandwidth, no receiver noise or multipath error.

If the cross-

correlation peak is in transition, where cross-correlation peaks of opposite values are
present successive to each other, the error goes up to 18 m. This amount of pseudorange
measurement error is large to perform carrier phase positioning.

2.3.1.3 Relative Code Delay
In C/A code, the relative code delay leads to an interference between the primary peak
and a cross-correlation peak from another satellite with a probability of 25% (Van
Dierendonck et al. 1999). The possibility of Doppler collision events over a given
geographical region increases strongly with more GEO satellites in view. Given “N” GEO
satellites in view, the occurrence of Doppler collision increases by the number of
combinations of 2 elements ( N C2 ). Unfortunately, the situation is not going to improve in
the future as GNSS deploy more GEO satellites with overlapping inter-operative regions.
The service areas of IRNSS and BeiDou-2 are potential areas of Doppler collision with
scores of GEO satellites in view. If these systems are used in high accuracy applications,
it is important to understand the impact of Doppler collision on ambiguity convergence
and the RTK solution for IRNSS and BeiDou-2 users.
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Figure 2-4 Code measurement error due to Doppler collision left side: single crosscorrelation peak, blue in-phase and green opposite phase, and right side:
successive peaks in transition, magenta in-phase and red opposite phase

2.3.1.4 Relative Power
C/A code cross-correlation properties show that cross-correlation margin between two
satellites with equal signal strength is 24 dB (Van Dierendonck et al. 1999). In the case
of GEOs, satellites with equal signal strength are a more likely condition, and this will lead
to code measurement error that would be similar to a multipath with Signal to Multipath
Ratio (SMR) of 20 dB, and approximately zero mean (Ray 2000). If the relative power is
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not zero, the impact of Doppler collision would be more severe. Limited research is
available to show the magnitude of errors due to different levels of signal strength.

2.3.1.5 Data Message Similitude
Data message similitude is a condition where navigation bits from two GEO satellites are
correlated. In WAAS, navigation data is transmitted with the same sign for 90% of data
symbols between two WAAS satellites (Nouvel et al. 2008). Data messages similitude will
lead to a situation where the sign of error will remain constant for most the significant
portion of the Doppler collision window.

2.3.1.6 Relative Carrier Phase
In multipath, the error varies as a function of relative phase delay between the Line Of
Sight (LOS) and the Non-LOS signal ( Braasch 1996). The sign of the error can be positive
or negative depending on the relative carrier phase and is not zero-mean (Nievinski and
Larson 2014; Gowdayyanadoddi et al. 2015). If the relative magnitude of the crosscorrelation peak is small, the error varies sinusoidally with zero-mean. However, if the
relative magnitude is large, the error signal is not sinusoidal, and the error might not
average out to zero. Similar effects are possible during Doppler collision, and a detailed
analysis is required to assess its impact on ambiguity convergence.

The Doppler collision error between two satellites is determined by the first three
parameters whereas the magnitude is affected by the relative power, the data message
similitude, and the relative carrier phase. Chapter-3 discusses the impact of Doppler
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collision on code measurements of geostationary satellites using simulated and live data
in detail. Chapter-4 analyzes and describes the effect of Doppler collision on an RTK
solution.

2.3.2 Observability
Observability is an ability to determine state variables from the given measurements (Gelb
et al. 1974). In the case of GEOs, the satellites are relatively static to the user on earth’s
surface, and thus no additional information is added over time due to the motion of the
satellite. This condition increases the time-correlation of differential errors (El-Rabbany
1994) as well as non-differential errors and deteriorates observability, which in turn
increases convergence time of ambiguities (O’Keefe et al. 2006). To determine the
convergence of the state vector, one needs to obtain the correlation time of geostationary
satellite’s measurement errors. El-Rabbany (1994) had outlined the method for GPS
satellites where poor observability is captured in the covariance of ambiguities. If
covariance of ambiguities is affected by the time-correlation of measurements, it will
further affect the PCF (Teunissen 2000). The following section describes the effect of
poor observability on the estimation of covariance of ambiguities.

2.3.2.1 Covariance of Ambiguities
An RTK solution output state consists of position, velocity and ambiguities, and its
variance. If the estimation process uses single-differenced observations, the output state
also has clock bias and clock drift. Initially, the covariance of ambiguities (diagonal
elements of the state covariance matrix) is significant, however, over a period, it
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converges to a small value. To isolate the impact of time-correlation on GEO
measurement errors, the convergence of single-differenced ambiguities is analyzed using
covariance values. Instead of double-differenced ambiguities, the analysis considers only
single-differenced ambiguities because SD treat each satellite independently and
ambiguities do not depend on a base satellite. Petovello et al. (2009) provide a Modified
Kalman Filter (MKF) that factors in the time-correlation. The derivation of MKF starts from
a Standard Kalman Filter (SKF) and incorporates terms to reflect time-correlation of
output states.

2.3.2.2 Standard Kalman Filter
Consider a measurement model given as

z k = H k xk + v k

2.32

where xk is the state vector at a time t k , H k is the design matrix, and v k is the
measurement noise vector with covariance R k , assumed to be white. The prediction step
is given by
xk = Φk-1xk-1 + w k-1
T
Pk = Φk-1Pk-1Φk-1
+ Qk-1

2.33

where Φk-1 is the state transition matrix from epoch t k -1 to t k , w k-1 is the process noise
vector, assumed to be white, Pk is the state covariance matrix, and Qk-1 is the covariance
matrix of process noise w k-1 . The updated state and covariance is given by
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xˆ k+ = xˆ k- + K k (z k - H k xˆ k- )
Pk+ = (I - K k H k )Pk-

2.34

K = Pk- H kT (H k Pk- H kT + R k )-1

where (-) and (+) superscripts denote a value before and after measurement update
respectively.
The process noise w k and measurement noise v k are both assumed to be white and
uncorrelated with each other, as well as uncorrelated with the state vector.

2.3.2.3 Modified Kalman Filter
The single-differenced measurements consist of residual ionospheric and tropospheric
errors, quasi-periodic errors such as receiver multipath and Doppler collision, and
receiver noise. The SKF does not consider the time-correlation between measurement
errors, and thus the estimated state variance is optimistic (Petovello et al. 2005). A
Modified Kalman Filter (MKF) is required which can account for the time-correlation of
measurements and reflects the effect in the state estimates. Brown and Hwang (1997)
provides a Kalman Filter that incorporates time-correlated errors in the estimation
process. The time-correlated observations is represented by vector l k where

l k = Ak xk + u k + n k
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2.35

where A k is the design matrix and the error has been decomposed into two parts: timecorrelated noise u k and a white measurement noise n k . The time-correlated errors are
given by
uk+1 = Sk+1,k uk + εk

2.36

where S k is the transition matrix for the time-correlated errors. For a first order GaussMarkov (GM) process, the transition matrix is given by (O’Keefe et al. 2006)
Sk+1,k = diag(e-βΔt )

2.37

where  1 is the correlation time and t  tk 1  tk . ε k is a vector of white noise driving
the correlated measurement error process and is assumed to be uncorrelated with both
measurement noise n k and the process noise w k . Applying the time-differencing
approach yields a new measurement z k as (O’Keefe et al. 2006)
-1
-1
zk = (Ak - Sk Ak-1Φk-1,k
)xk + Sk Ak-1Φk-1,k
wk-1 + εk-1 + nk - Sk nk-1

2.38

The above equation is equivalent to equation 2.32 where H k and v k are
-1
Hk = Ak - Sk Ak-1Φk-1,k
-1
vk = Sk Ak-1Φk-1,k
w k-1 + εk-1 + nk - Sk nk-1

2.39

The terms ε k-1 , n k , and nk-1 are all assumed to be white and mutually uncorrelated
whereas the new measurement error vector v k is also white and thus uncorrelated over
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time. However, the measurement vector is now a function of w k-1 . Thus the measurement
and process noise are correlated as
T
T
T
Ck = E{wk-1 vk-1
} = Qk-1 (Φk-1
)-1 Ak-1
SkT

2.40

The updated Kalman Filter equations in the alternative form are (Brown and Hwang 1997)
K k = (Pk- HkT + Ck )(Hk Pk- HkT + R k + Hk Ck + CkTHkT )-1
Pk+ = Pk- - K k (Hk Pk- HkT + R k + H k Ck + CkTH kT )K kT

2.41

The covariance matrix of measurement noise is now given by
-1
T
Rk = Mk-1 + Nk + Sk Nk-1SkT + Sk Ak-1Φk-1,k
Ak-1
SkT

2.42

where M k is the covariance matrix of ε k and N k is the covariance matrix of n k .

Both the SKF and MKF provide covariance of ambiguities as part of the estimated state
covariance matrix that can be used to assess the observability of the ambiguities. This
approach differs from the classical observability calculation (Gelb et al. 1974; Brown and
Hwang 1997) where the rank of an observability matrix composed of the design and
transition matrices is assessed over multiple epochs to determine if sufficient
observations have been taken to observe the unknown states. For example, the classical
method can demonstrate that a user with sufficient range measurements from two epochs
can observe user position and velocity while a user with only range-rate measurements
cannot observe position. The current approach of determining observability using the Pmatrix offers the advantage that it can determine not only the observability in the sense
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that sufficient observations exist to estimate the states, but also the time convergence of
the covariance of the states. Chapter-5 discusses multiple cases of GEO in an RTK
solution and provides a comparison of convergence of ambiguities using SKF and MKF
to distinguish the effect of time-correlation.”
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Chapter Three: Characterization of Doppler Collision
The previous chapter discussed theoretical aspects of the Doppler collision. The objective
of this chapter is to demonstrate Doppler collision and analyze its impact on the code
measurements. The outline is as follows: The Doppler variation of geostationary satellites
is obtained and analyzed for the potential collision events. The cross-correlation function
is discussed and analyzed in detail to obtain the theoretical limits of Doppler collision
error. The relative code phase is presented to show the spatial extent of Doppler collision
using WAAS and BeiDou. Further, a Doppler collision event is simulated using GNSS
simulator with WAAS satellites to observe the impact on code measurements in a
receiver. The Doppler collision measurement error and its variation are discussed to
understand its behavior over the time. Finally, multiple live data collections are performed
to observe pseudorange measurement error associated with the Doppler collision.

Section 2.3.1 shows that the following parameters determine the effect of Doppler
collision:







Relative Doppler f ckn



Cross-correlation function  RDkn ( ) 



Relative code delay ( )



Relative power  Cn 



Message data  d n (t ) 



Relative carrier phase

 
kn
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The following section analyzes the effects of each parameter with observations (simulated
or live data) in order develop the ability to observe Doppler collision in code
measurements.

3.1 Study of Geostationary Doppler
To observe Doppler collision, the first step is to understand the satellite Doppler variations
and identify the Doppler crossing for likely Doppler collision conditions. All geostationary
satellites across constellations: WAAS, BeiDou GEOs, IRNSS GEOs, and SBAS such as
GAGAN, MSAS, and EGNOS, are considered.

3.1.1 WAAS
Figure 3-1 shows a variation of Doppler of WAAS PRN 133 and PRN 135 as observed
from a location in Calgary, Alberta, in July 2014. The Doppler variation is smooth because
it is computed using the change in geometric range and resembles true Doppler observed
using a WAAS receiver. PRN 133 varies between ±100 Hz while PRN 135 exhibits less
motion. There are only limited periods where the relative Doppler between two satellites
is smaller than 1 Hz, which is a typical code lock loop bandwidth (Lestarquit and Nouvel
2012). Similarly, Figure 3-2 shows the variation of PRN 133 and PRN 138. Here too, the
duration of small relative Doppler is not significant. However, PRN 135 and PRN 138 have
little variation and could form a potent combination for small relative Doppler.
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Figure 3-1 Smoothed observed Doppler variation of PRN 133 and PRN 135

Figure 3-2 Smoothed observed Doppler variation of PRN 133 and PRN 138

Figure 3-3 shows the Doppler frequencies of PRN 135 and PRN 138 on two different days
roughly one year apart. On both days, the relative Doppler is smaller than 1 Hz for many
hours, as indicated by the shaded region, and provides likely conditions for Doppler
collision. The time of the event and the overall duration might change based on the
satellite Doppler variations at given time of the year.
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Figure 3-3 Smoothed observed Doppler variation of PRN 135 and PRN 138

Figure 3-4 shows an example where the duration of small relative Doppler varies over
five days. The change in duration is due to WAAS satellites’ maneuvers for housekeeping operations (Aaron 2006). The Doppler variations conclude that PRN 135 and
PRN 138 provide long duration of small relative Doppler over successive days and also
vary with the time of the year.
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Figure 3-4 Smoothed observed Doppler variation of PRN 135 and PRN 138 for a
week

3.1.2 BeiDou GEO
The top section of Figure 3-5 shows Doppler variation of BeiDou Phase-II geostationary
satellites at mid-latitudes. The change of Doppler is significant between the satellites.
However, satellite C03 and C04 have many close variations and small relative Doppler
for long durations as highlighted. Also, C02 and C05 have close variations, and over a
period in a given year, it is highly likely that both satellites may have small relative Doppler
for longer durations.
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Figure 3-5 Doppler frequencies of BeiDou geostationary satellites, top plot shows
variations at mid-latitudes and bottom plot shows variations at lower latitude
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On the same day, the Doppler variation is quite different at a location near the equator,
as shown in the bottom plot of Figure 3-5. Although the duration of small relative Doppler
is small, the variation range of Doppler is ±10 Hz, and this could lead to possible longer
durations of small relative Doppler.

3.1.3 IRNSS GEO
Figure 3-6 shows the Doppler variation of IRNSS geostationary satellites over a day. Here
too, the Doppler variations of 1C and 1G are close and relative Doppler is small for tens
of minutes suggesting that Doppler collision may be an issue for IRNSS.

Figure 3-6 Doppler variation of IRNSS geostationary satellites

3.1.4 GAGAN
Figure 3-7 shows Doppler plots of GAGAN satellites. The variation range of Doppler is
small in comparison to IRNSS satellites. The relative Doppler is again small for a couple
of hours on a given day.
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Figure 3-7 Doppler variation of GAGAN satellites

3.1.5 MSAS
Figure 3-8 shows Doppler variation of MSAS satellites. Even though the two satellites are
located at two different latitudes, that is 1400E and 1450E, the Doppler variation is much
same and thus provides likely conditions throughout the day.

Figure 3-8 Doppler variation of MSAS satellites
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3.1.6 EGNOS
Figure 3-9 shows Doppler frequencies of EGNOS satellites observed at Toulouse,
France. Since EGNOS ephemeris parameters are not available in Broadcast Ephemeris,
the Doppler frequencies are obtained from a receiver located at Toulouse, France, which
tracks all three EGNOS satellites. This receiver is a part of the International GNSS Service
(IGS) and the data was accessed from the Crustal Dynamics Data Information System
(CDDIS) repository (Noll 2010). PRN 120 has considerable variation and is not an ideal
candidate for Doppler collision. PRN 123 and PRN 136 have small Doppler variations,
and the relative Doppler is less than 1 Hz for a significant number of hours. Thus EGNOS
is also a potential candidate for Doppler collision.

Figure 3-9 Doppler variation of EGNOS satellites
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The analysis of relative Doppler concludes that geostationary satellites across SBAS,
BeiDou, and IRNSS might experience Doppler collision for longer durations.

3.2 GNSS Cross-Correlation Function
The overlapping of the cross-correlation peak determines the magnitude and the variation
of a Doppler collision error. The type of cross-correlation peak and the probability of its
occurrence is dependent on the class of codes used in the signal modulation. Table 3-1
lists an example of the cross-correlation properties of the Gold codes (Spilker Jr. 1996).

Table 3-1 Cross-correlation properties of Gold codes
N = length of shift

Normalized cross-

Probability of

register

correlation level

level

-[2(N+1)/2 + 1]/P

0.25

-1/P

0.5

-[2(N+1)/2 - 1]/P

0.25

-[2(N+2)/2 + 1]/P

0.125

-1/P

0.75

-[2(N+2)/2 - 1]/P

0.125

Code Length

P = 2N-1

P = 2N-1

N – odd

N – even and N ≠ 4i

The SBAS and IRNSS L5 open service uses even C/A code of length 1023, where n =
10 (Spilker Jr. 1996; Mruthyunjaya and Ganeshan 2014). The possible cross-correlation
levels in IRNSS are -65/1023, -1/1023, and 63/1023 with a probability of 0.125, 0.75 and
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0.125 respectively. The cross-correlation levels are equivalent to GPS where maximum
(-65 or +63) cross-correlation occurs for one-quarter of the possible delays.

The cross-correlation properties of BeiDou B1I are not similar to C/A codes because B1I
use truncated even Gold codes with chip length of 2046 chips (BeiDou ICD 2016).
Because of the truncated nature, the cross-correlation properties do not follow the crosscorrelation levels in Table 3-1 and have varying cross-correlation peaks. Table 3-2 lists
the probability distribution of cross-correlation peaks found in B1I using code chips of all
5 BeiDou GEOs. Appendix A demonstrates the probability of distribution of Truncated
Gold codes for a pair of BeiDou satellites.

Table 3-2 Cross-correlation properties of truncated Gold codes in BeiDou B1I
Code

Normalized cross- Cross-

Length

correlation level

Distribution

correlation level of levels

Probability of
distribution

magnitude
P = 2N-2, [2(N+1)/2 + 2(N-1)/2 ]/P

96

Level > 96

1.02 %

where

[2(N+1)/2 ]/P

64

Level > 64

8.20 %

N = 11

[2(N-1)/2 ]/P

32

Level > 32

23.83 %

-[2(N-1)/2 ]/P

-32

Level < -32

25.41 %

-[2(N+1)/2 ]/P

-64

Level < -64

8.20 %

-[2(N+1)/2 + 2(N-1)/2 ]/P

-96

Level < -96

1.29 %
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In comparison to C/A codes where the maximum cross-correlation is 63 or -65 with a
probability of 12.5%, in B1I significant cross-correlation values (higher than +64 and less
than -64) have a probability of 8.20 %. However, the cross-correlation magnitude of 64
will have half the impact in comparison to a C/A code because the code length is 2046.
The probability of cross-correlation peaks other than -1 is higher, however, the likelihood
of maximum cross-correlation peaks with levels > 96 and <-96 is small. The following
section describes the effect of cross-correlation function using spatial extent.

3.2.1 Spatial Extent of WAAS Doppler Collision
A simulation is conducted over a small geographical area in Calgary to determine areas
under cross-correlation for PRN 135 and PRN 138. Table 3-3 provides the coordinates of
the WAAS satellites used in the simulations which are close to the true coordinates of
WAAS satellites.

Table 3-3 Coordinates of WAAS satellites employed in Doppler collision simulation
Details

Latitude

Longitude

Height

PRN 135

00N

1330 W

35,786.037 km

PRN 138

00N

1080 18’ W

35,786.037 km

User location Rx1

510 04ˈ 47.8320ˈˈ N 1140 07ˈ 38.2472ˈˈ W 1118.51 m
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The cross-correlation values and their projection on a geographical area (Google Maps
2017) are shown in Figure 3-10. The cross-correlation values are computed on an
assumption of infinite receiver bandwidth, which provides ideal cross-correlation values.

Appendix B explains the computation of cross-correlation values. The cross-correlation
peaks run as stripes along the North-South direction as WAAS satellites are located in
the equatorial plane. Since the geographical area under consideration is at higher
latitudes and not equidistant from each WAAS satellite, the North-South stripes are not
perpendicular to latitude. Figure 3-11 shows the cross-section of the correlation value at
the user location. A cross-correlation peak is present at the user location.
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Figure 3-10 Simulation of cross-correlation over a geographical area and its
projection
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Figure 3-11 Cross-section of C/A code cross-correlation function along East-West

3.2.2 Spatial Extent of BeiDou B1I Doppler Collision
Similar to WAAS satellites, a simulation of spatial extent for BeiDou geostationary
satellites is conducted to understand the impact of the cross-correlation function. Figure
3-5 shows GEO C03 and C04 have similar Doppler variations. A cross-correlation
function is projected over a geographical area around Wuhan at the time of Doppler
crossing for GEO C03 and C04. Figure 3-12 shows the cross-correlation values over the
geographical area and its cross-section along East-West. As described in Table 3-2, the
cross-correlation peaks have varying levels. The multi-level cross-correlation peaks are
in sharp contrast to WAAS satellites where a user location can only experience large
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cross-correlation values (63 or -65) or -1. The magnitude of the cross-correlation peak
varies as the user moves East-West. Since it is hard to find maximum cross-correlation
peaks in BeiDou B1I, the further analysis of Doppler collision is conducted using only the
Gold codes in the WAAS and IRNSS constellations.

3.3 Theoretical Error Limits
Unlike multipath, the occurrence of cross-correlation peaks in Doppler collision is possible
on either side of the desired peak. The magnitude of a Doppler collision error is dependent
on the code and modulation used. It is also reliant on the chip spacing and the type of
correlators used in the receiver design. Ideally, a minimal chip spacing can reduce the
Doppler collision error significantly. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of reducing chip
spacing is limited by the frequency content of the sampled signal, which is a function of
both signal bandwidth and sampling frequency at the front end. For example, if GPS C/A
code is sampled at 20 MHz, I and Q separately, the minimum effective E-L chip spacing
is 0.1 chip. The 0.1 E-L chip spacing is also known as the narrow correlator design, shown
to reduce multipath (Van Dierendonck et al. 1992). The range of measurement errors at
various signal strengths, assuming a 20 MHz bandwidth, using standard and narrow
correlators are computed and shown in Table 3-4. Even after using a narrow correlator,
the magnitude of the Doppler collision error is significant to be ignored in an RTK solution.
The third chip spacing, known as the ideal correlator, is one where the magnitude of the
code error is less than a quarter of L1 wavelength at equal signal strength. Ideally, the
error is well within acceptable range for an RTK solution, however, the bandwidth required
is 400 MHz and very large for practical implementation.
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Figure 3-12 Simulation of truncated Gold codes cross-correlation over a
geographical area and its cross-section
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Because of the similarity to multipath, other multipath resistant correlator designs may be
useful. The strobe correlator, using two early and two late correlators to estimate the slope
of the triangle is one example (Garin and Rousseau 1997; Braasch 2001). Here too, the
maximum error is close to the narrow correlator as shown in Table 3-4. For IRNSS, which
uses Gold codes and has a bandwidth of 24 MHz (Mruthyunjaya and Ganeshan 2014),
the Doppler collision error would be close to that observed with the L1 C/A code.

Table 3-4 Maximum Doppler collision errors with different correlator designs and
varying signal strength
Correlators
Early-Late correlator

Strobe correlator

Signal
Standard

Narrow

Ideal

strength

Chip spacing: 0.1,
correlator - correlator

- correlator 0.2

1 chip

0.1 chip

0.005 chip

0 dB

8.91 m

0.93 m

0.046 m

1.09 m

6 dB

17.70 m

1.85 m

0.093 m

2.10 m

12 dB

35.78 m

3.70 m

0.185 m

4.43 m

3.4 Doppler Collision using GNSS Simulator
It is easier to observe Doppler collisions in a controlled environment where the relative
Doppler between two geostationary satellites can be set to zero. Figure 3-13 shows the
Doppler collision test setup. A Spirent GSS7700 simulator was configured to generate
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measurements for two WAAS satellites (PRN 135 and PRN 138), located at actual
coordinates as given in Table 3-3. The dynamic parameters for the WAAS satellites were
defined such that both PRN 135 and PRN 138 were completely stationary as observed
by a static user. The simulator introduced no multipath effects, and the user location was
selected such that the relative code phase would result in a Doppler collision. Table 3-5
provides the user coordinates.

Figure 3-13 Test setup to observe Doppler collision using GNSS simulator

Table 3-5 User location to observe Doppler collision using GNSS simulator
Details

Latitude

Longitude

Height

User location at E1

510 04’ 47.8327’ N

1140 08’ 01.3606’’ W

1118.50 m
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Intermediate Frequency (IF) samples of the simulated Radio Frequency (RF) signal,
consisting of in-phase and quadrature components, were collected at 20 MHz using 16
bit National Instrument front-end. The simulator and the front-end were driven using a
common external oscillator resulting in zero Doppler for both the stationary WAAS
satellites. A common oscillator is not required to observe Doppler collision, however, in
this case, the common oscillator makes it simple to observe Doppler around 0 Hz on both
simulated satellites. The IF data were processed using a modified and extended version
of GSNRx™, a highly configurable software defined GNSS receiver developed at the
University of Calgary (Petovello et al. 2008). The modified GSNRx™ has the capability to
acquire and track WAAS satellites and generates code, carrier, and Doppler
measurements with the external aid of RINEX ephemeris obtained from the IGS (Dow et
al. 2009). Refer Appendix D for more details. Figure 3-14 shows a plot of a correlation
triangle generated by a combination of I and Q values after phase lock.
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Figure 3-14 Correlation triangle with cross-correlation peak
The cross-correlation triangle of PRN 135 is visible next to the primary peak of PRN 138.
In this example, the cross-correlation peak is more than half a chip from the primary peak,
and thus no error will be introduced in the measurement when using standard correlator
spacing. The user location is re-defined in the simulator, as shown in Table 3-3, to move
the cross-correlation peak closer to the main peak and observe the impact on code
measurements. The simulation was then re-run turning on the second satellite after 100
seconds. Figure 3-15 shows the code-minus-carrier phase combination (PR-CP) at the
moment when the second satellite is introduced. Code-minus-carrier is plotted to highlight
changes in the pseudorange due to Doppler collision (similarly to how the combination is
commonly used to estimate code multipath). In this case, the effect of Doppler collision is
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a bias in the code-minus-carrier combination because both WAAS satellites are static in
the simulator settings.

Figure 3-15 Doppler collision effect on pseudorange of PRN 138 when PRN 135 is
introduced into the scenario

3.4.1 Pseudorange Observations during Doppler Collision
The next step is to observe a longer set of measurements when Doppler collision is in
effect. The sampling frequency was reduced to 2 MHz to observe the worst case error.
While all WAAS satellites currently have a 41 MHz bandwidth, some SBAS continue to
use 2.2 MHz transponders (Wanninger 2008; Schempp et al. 2008). The simulator setup
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was modified such that PRN 138 was moving slowly relative to the user with a Doppler
close to 1 Hz. Samples were collected for 2 hours shown in Figure 3-16. The Doppler
frequencies observed for PRN 135 and PRN 138, plotted after applying a 120 s moving
average, differ by less than 1 Hz. The code-minus-carrier phase plot, relative to the first
epoch, is also shown along with the estimated error bounds of the code variation due to
Doppler collision. The observed error envelope does not match the theoretical error
envelope exactly because the theoretical error envelope is derived based on ideal
assumptions such as infinite receiver bandwidth, no receiver noise or multipath error. The
DLL bandwidth used in the software defined receiver is 0.5 Hz, which less than 0.85 Hz
of relative Doppler and hence the maximum observed error is less than the theoretical
bound. Furthermore, the theoretical error envelope always has inherent error margin that
is larger during the rise and fall of the error envelope.

Appendix C describes the

theoretical error and derives the estimated envelope using code phase observations. The
third subplot shows the ratio of cross-correlation peak to primary peak (obtained using
the I and Q values of the correlators), based on given code phase of satellites. The codeminus-carrier phase plot indicates variation on code phase due to Doppler collision.
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Figure 3-16 PRN 135 measurements during Doppler collision when PRN 138 is
moving

Figure 3-17 shows the code-minus-carrier plot of measurements collected using Novatel
ProPakV3, a commercial survey grade receiver under the same hardware-simulation
conditions. ProPakV3 uses correlator type with a combination of the standard correlator,
narrow correlator, and Pulse Aperture Correlator (PAC) (Novatel OEMV® Reference
Manual 2010) and may have smaller code lock loop bandwidth. However, the Doppler
collision variation is still significant and follows the error envelope over the entire test
duration.
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Figure 3-17 PRN 135 measurements using commercial receiver during Doppler
collision

3.4.2 Nature of Doppler Collision Error
As seen in Figure 3-16, the cross-correlation peak introduces errors in code
measurements that are not biases but instead follow an envelope. The cross-correlation
error varies as a function of relative phase delay (Spilker Jr. 1996). If the relative
magnitude of the cross-correlation peak is small, the error variation is sinusoidal with zero
mean. However, if the relative magnitude of the cross-correlation peak is large, the error
signal is not sinusoidal, and the error might not average out to zero. Given the same
signal strength for two GEO satellites, the relative power of the cross-correlation peak is
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24 dB, and the error due to the cross-correlation peak would be similar to a multipath with
Signal to Multipath Ratio (SMR) of 20 dB (Ray 2000). Most recently Nievinski and Larson
(2014) applied this effect to a multipath simulation. Multipath varies because the carrier
phase between the Line Of Sight (LOS) and the Non-LOS signal varies with time. The
sign of the error can be positive or negative depending on the relative carrier phase and
is not generally zero-mean (Ray 2000; Gowdayyanadoddi et al. 2015). Similarly, in
Doppler collision, the error in the code measurements follows a quasi-random variation.
Figure 3-18 shows an enlarged window of first 200 s in Figure 3-16. Over the period, the
mean value of relative Doppler is 0.87 Hz with a carrier phase difference of 0.13 cycle
every second. The value of 0.13 cycle every second corresponds to 13 oscillations of the
code error every 100 s. The error mean value is close to zero because the crosscorrelation peak is typically more than 20 dB lower than the main peak. Although the error
mean value is close to zero, the oscillating behavior can still affect RTK performance.

Lestarquit et al. (2003) shows that carrier smoothing gives good results to mitigate
Doppler collision error during non-zero relative Doppler mainly because the mean value
of a quasi-random measurement error is close to zero. If the relative Doppler is zero, the
quasi-random variation of measurement error manifests as a constant bias and no
amount of carrier smoothing can remove the measurement error. The effect of carrier
smoothing is equivalent to code-carrier combination through Kalman filtering (Hatch
1991). If the relative Doppler is non-zero, the quasi-random variations will lead to
smoothing of state estimates, albeit with a higher time of convergence. However, if the
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relative Doppler is zero, the code-carrier combination through Kalman Filter will provide
incorrect state estimates and can lead to wrong ambiguity fix.

Figure 3-18 PRN 135 measurements during first 200 s of Doppler collision when
PRN 138 is moving

3.5 Doppler Collision using Live Data
Until this point, Doppler collision has been observed using simulated signals. Figure 3-3
shows that significant time duration is available to observe Doppler collision using live
data. The section below describes an attempt to observe Doppler collision using live data.
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3.5.1 WAAS Live Data
The test setup as described in Figure 3-13 was modified to collect live signals of GPS
and WAAS using a geodetic grade antenna. Table 3-6 provides the details. Doppler
variations of PRN 135 and PRN 138 were observed for successive days to determine
periods where small relative Doppler occurred. On Thursday, 25 February 2016, a period
beginning at 00 hours 40 minutes was identified and IF data was collected at a sampling
rate of 2 MHz for I/Q samples. The data was processed using modified GSNRxTM software
receiver to obtain receiver measurements. Figure 3-19 shows one such window where
Doppler collision was observed. The variations in measurement errors correspond to the
estimated error envelope.

Table 3-6 Doppler collision live data setup settings
Date

26 February 2016

Details

Latitude

Longitude

Height

00 2ˈ 0.0844ˈˈ N

1320 59ˈ 3.4927ˈˈ W

35,778.959 km

00 1ˈ 4.1902ˈˈ W

1070 16ˈ 48.0152ˈˈ W

35,777.283 km

PRN 135 at start
time
PRN 138 at start
time
User location RxA

510 04ˈ 47.9162ˈˈ N 1140 08ˈ 01.8533ˈˈ W
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1118.8315 m

Figure 3-19 Live signal PRN 135 code measurements during Doppler collision

Figure 3-20 shows an example of code-minus-carrier collected at RxA, in the same time
window on a different day when no Doppler collision was observed. The combination of
code phases should result in Doppler collision. However, the Doppler difference is around
2 Hz in this case, and hence no Doppler collision is observed. The test duration has no
quasi-periodic pattern in the code-minus-carrier combination.
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Figure 3-20 Live signal code measurements during non-likely Doppler collision
conditions because relative Doppler is significant
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3.5.2 IRNSS Live Data
An effort was then made to observe Doppler collision using live IRNSS signals. A
commercial grade receiver with standard correlator chip spacing was used to collect live
data of IRNSS at Bengaluru. After collecting data for multiple days, a window of Doppler
collision event was identified on Sunday, 28 May 2017. Figure 3-6 shows that satellites
1C and 1G have small relative Doppler for a long duration. The code-minus-carrier
combination for satellite 1G is plotted in Figure 3-21 along with the variation of Doppler
frequencies and the relative Doppler between two satellites 1G and 1C, which is between
±2 Hz throughout. Superimposed on the code-minus-carrier is the estimated error
envelope obtained using the observed code phase values. The significant variation in
code-minus-carrier measurement is in sync with error envelope. The bottom plot shows
the ratio of the cross-correlation peak to primary peak.
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Figure 3-21 Live signal IRNSS 1G measurements during Doppler collision

Figure 3-22 shows code-minus-carrier measurement of 1C during the same window.
Similar to 1G, there is an envelope in code-minus-carrier measurement. However, the
magnitude of code-minus-carrier variation is small in comparison to 1G. During the test
period, 1C is at an elevation of about 750 with 5 dB higher signal strength as compared
to 1G, which is at an elevation of 28.660. Thus the effect of Doppler collision is large on
1G.
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Figure 3-22 Live signal IRNSS 1C measurements during Doppler collision

3.6 Impact of Doppler collision on Carrier Phase Measurements
Until this point, the entire analysis of Doppler collision has focused on code measurement
error. Doppler collision is similar to multipath effect and like multipath, it may impact carrier
the phase measurement as well. Carrier phase multipath is widely studied and multiple
mitigations methods are available ( Braasch 1996; Ray 2000). This would act as a starting
point to derive the impact of Doppler collision on carrier phase measurements.
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Based on Ray et al. (1999), the phase error model for two geostationary satellites,
considering all static conditions, is given as
tan(0  ˆ0 ) 

1Rc ( 0  1  ˆ0 )  sin(1 )
Rc ( 0  ˆ0 )  1 cos(1 ) Rc ( 0  1  ˆ0 )

3.1

where tan(0  ˆ0 ) is the error due to Doppler collision in carrier phase, 1 is the desired
and secondary signal coefficient, 1 is the relative phase, Rc ( 0  ˆ0 ) is the correlation
function,  1 is the relative time delay. Dividing the numerator and denominator by

Rc ( 0  ˆ0 ) and assigning Kc 

Rc ( 0   1  ˆ0 )
, equations 3.1 is written as
Rc ( 0  ˆ0 )
1Kc  sin(1 )
tan(0  ˆ0 ) 
1  1 K c .cos(1 )

3.2

Appendix C shows that the maximum value of 1 = 0.0616. If the relative phase is zero,
the term in equation 3.2 is zero. If the relative phase is out of phase, the maximum value
of equation 3.2 is 0.0616, which approximates to 3 degrees. This amount of carrier phase
error is below the typical carrier phase noise of 5 degrees (Kaplan and Hegarty 2005) and
hence the effect of Doppler collision on a carrier phase measurement is not significant.

In summary, Doppler collision is a possible event if parameters that determine Doppler
collision are in a certain range. The primary factor is the relative Doppler which defines
the window of Doppler collision. The cross-correlation function, relative code, and signal
strength difference determine the magnitude and spatial extent of the Doppler collision.
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Other parameters such as navigation message and carrier phase define the sign of the
Doppler collision error. Doppler collision is observed using multiple experiments using
simulated signals and later with live signals of WAAS and IRNSS. Lastly, the impact of
Doppler collision on carrier phase measurements is studied and analysis shows that the
effect is negligible. The next chapter presents the impact of Doppler collision on an RTK
solution.
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Chapter Four: RTK Positioning during Doppler Collision
The previous chapter demonstrates Doppler collision and its impact on code
measurements. This chapter performs single-frequency RTK positioning using
measurements affected by Doppler collision. The chapter is organized as follows: An RTK
solution using hardware-simulated data is obtained. The RTK solution is further analyzed
by reducing the number of satellites to observe the impact of Doppler collision when using
a limited constellation that includes geostationary satellites. The behavior of ambiguity
convergence is discussed to understand the effect on TTFFA. A similar analysis is
conducted on live data collected over two baselines in Calgary. Finally, mitigation
techniques are shown to reduce the impact of Doppler collision.

Section 2.1 reviewed the theoretical background of RTK positioning. RTK positioning
uses code and carrier phase measurements to compute a differential position solution.
Between-receiver SD removes atmospheric and satellite clock errors. The float solution
is first obtained using the between-receiver single-differenced observations that includes
an estimated receiver clock offset and single-differenced ambiguities. The singledifferenced observations are then subtracted between-satellites to eliminate the receiver
clock to form double-differenced ambiguities and as a consequence decouples the
estimated ambiguities from the receiver clock offset. The double-differenced ambiguities
are then fixed using the LAMBDA algorithm (Teunissen 1993; de Jonge and Tiberius
1996).

The differencing steps and ambiguity resolution method are realized in the

modified and extended version of PLANSoftTM, a C++ based RTK solution software
developed by the PLAN Group (Ong et al. 2009). The extended version can accept
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observations from geostationary satellites such as WAAS and compute a combined GPSWAAS RTK solution. Appendix D provides details about of the software and its
implementation. The software processes both simulated and live data during Doppler
collision and normal conditions as described in the following sections.

4.1 RTK Positioning during Hardware-Simulation of Doppler Collision
Section 3.4 demonstrated a hardware-simulation of Doppler collision and the variation of
code measurements errors. In order to study the impact of Doppler collision on an RTK
solution, data is collected at two or more locations during the Doppler collision event.

4.1.1 Test Setup
The simulation of Doppler collision obtained using the GNSS simulator is expanded to
collect data at two additional locations. Figure 4-1 shows the complete test setup. The
rover locations are selected at 900 m and 1800 m east of the reference position (Rx1)
and are marked as Rx2 and Rx3 respectively. The baseline lengths are reasonable for
single-frequency (L1) RTK. East-West baselines have been chosen because the crosscorrelation that leads to Doppler collision is a function of relative range and for an observer
on the surface of the earth, the relative range between two GEO satellites varies most
rapidly when moving East-West. Table 4-1 provides coordinates of all three locations.
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Figure 4-1 Simulation of Doppler collision at three different locations using GNSS
simulator

Table 4-1 Doppler collision simulation additional user locations coordinates
User location

Latitude

Longitude

Height

Rx1

510 04ˈ 47.8320ˈˈ N

1140 07ˈ 38.2472ˈˈ W

1118.51 m

Rx2

510 04ˈ 47.8295ˈˈ N

1140 06ˈ 52.0204ˈˈ W

1118.58 m

Rx3

510 04ˈ 47.8219ˈˈ N

1140 06ˈ 5.7936ˈˈ W

1118.77 m

Figure 4-2 shows the effect of Doppler collision on the code measurements of PRN 135
at the three locations. Rx1 experiences Doppler collision for entire test duration whereas
Rx2 and Rx3 have periods of Doppler collision mixed with periods of no collision. For
further analysis, the test duration is divided into three periods:
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P1: Doppler collision observed on all three receivers – start time 475420 s
P2: Doppler collision on two receivers – start time 478600 s
P3: Doppler collision observed only on one receiver – start time 481180 s and end time
482620 s

Figure 4-2 PRN 135 code-minus-carrier measurements showing effect of Doppler
collision simulation at 3 locations along with error envelope in red

An RTK solution is obtained using receiver Rx2 and Rx3 because the combination of Rx2
and Rx3 provides time periods where all three conditions are observed: Doppler collision
on both receivers, Doppler collision on a single receiver and no Doppler collision. Figure
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4-3 shows the float solution between-receiver single-differenced residuals. During period
P3, there is no Doppler collision, and the single-differenced residuals are uniformly
distributed without any pattern. During period P2, when Doppler collision is observed on
Rx2, a pattern corresponding to Doppler collision is seen in the single-differenced
residuals. During period P1, a woven pattern corresponding to Doppler collisions on both
Rx2 and Rx3 is seen in the single-differenced pseudorange residuals.

Figure 4-3 PRN 135 code-minus-carrier measurements and single-differenced
pseudorange residuals between two receivers

Figure 4-4 shows the distribution of single-differenced pseudorange residuals for both
PRN 135 and 138 during the test periods. For PRN 135, the standard deviations during
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P1 and P2 are 2 and 1.7 times larger than during P3, respectively. Similarly, for PRN 138,
the standard deviations during P1 and P2 are 1.7 and 1.35 times larger than during P3,
respectively. There is an increase in standard deviation of single-differenced
pseudorange residuals when Doppler collision is observed only on one receiver and
observed on both the receivers. The larger variation in single-dfferenced residuals will
have an impact on the convergence of float ambiguities and affect TTFFA.

Figure 4-4 Distribution of single-differenced residuals of WAAS satellites during
Doppler collision (P1 and P2) and normal conditions (P3) respectively
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Using all satellites in view, a fixed solution is obtained over the 900 m baseline (using Rx2
and Rx3) for periods P1, P2, and P3. Figure 4-5 shows that the ambiguities, including
PRN 135 and PRN 138, can be fixed even if a Doppler collision is occurring. The
difference in TTFFA across the periods is small because of a large number of
observations in the RTK solution. The following section describes the purpose behind
reducing the number of satellites and demonstrates the effect of Doppler collision on the
RTK solution.

Figure 4-5 RTK solution using Rx2 and Rx3, baseline 900 m. Bottom section
indicates ambiguities are fixed for WAAS satellites PRN 135 (blue) and PRN 138
(green)
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4.1.2 Selection of Satellites
Figure 4-6 shows a sky plot during the test duration at Rx1. The satellite visibility is
equivalent at the remaining two receivers since the baselines are 900 m and 1800 m
respectively. The WAAS satellites PRN 135 and PRN 138 are available at an elevation
of 300 in the southern sky.

Figure 4-6 Sky plot observed at Rx1 during Doppler collision simulation. Satellites
in blue are common GPS satellites used in RTK solution. The circles indicate the
location of the satellite at the end of the test.
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GPS satellites have varying elevation as shown in Figure 4-7. There are additional GPS
satellites available during the test duration. However, they are not considered in the sky
plot because of the limited length of availability. The GNSS simulator is configured to have
the same signal strength for all satellites during the entire test duration. A few GPS
satellites such as 13, 19 and 30 are tracked and then lost during the test duration as
shown by the drop in C/N0 value in Figure 4-7.

Figure 4-7 Elevation and C/N0 plot of GPS satellites Rx1

Figure 4-8 provides the code-minus-carrier measurements for all GPS satellites. Based
on the geometry of satellites and their availability, GPS satellites 5, 8, 16 and 27 are
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selected as common satellites across combinations. Between 4000 s and 6000 s, there
is an envelope in code-minus-carrier of PRN 5 and 27. However, the relative Doppler
between two satellites is varying over hundreds of Hz, and there is no Doppler collision
between these two GPS satellites. Also, code phase combinations do not provide likely
conditions for Doppler collision. As shown in Figure 4-7, after 4000s seconds into the test,
signal strengths across all satellites decrease, and this is one of the reasons for large
spikes in code-minus-carrier measurements across all satellites, the small envelope in
the case of satellites 5 and 27 and loss of lock for 13, 19 and 30.

Figure 4-8 Code-minus-carrier observations of GPS satellites at Rx1
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To observe the impact of the WAAS observations, a combination of 4 GPS + 2 WAAS
satellites (PRNs 5, 8, 16, 27, 135, and 138) was selected and then compared to a set of
6 GPS satellites (PRNs 5, 8, 16, 27, and additional two GPS satellites: 7 and 23, 13 and
19, and 23 and 30 during P1, P2 and P3 respectively). This combination of 4 GPS + 2
WAAS satellites is similar to IRNSS which has 4 IGSO and 3 GEO satellites. The two
additional GPS satellites that replace the WAAS satellites were chosen to obtain similar
Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP) for both combinations over the duration of the test
as shown in Figure 4-9. Figure 4-9 also shows PDOP value when all 6 GPS + 2 WAAS
satellites are selected.

Figure 4-9 PDOP plots of various combinations of satellites at Rx1
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4.1.3 TTFFA Analysis
Figure 4-10 shows the ambiguity convergence time of an RTK solution between Rx2 and
Rx3 using the combination of 4 GPS + 2 WAAS against the solution using only 6 GPS
satellites, which are not affected by Doppler collision. When two of the six satellites are
replaced by GEO satellites, the convergence time in comparison to 6 GPS solution
increases significantly during P1, when Doppler collision is occurring on both receivers.
The estimated standard deviation (σ) of the single-differenced ambiguities also converges
at a slower rate. However, during P2, when Rx3 is not in Doppler collision, the impact is
smaller than during P1. During P3, the convergence of the ambiguity states closely
follows the pattern of GPS satellites. To further observe the effect, the data was
reprocessed resetting the estimation process every minute to obtain a series of TTFFA
estimates. Figure 4-11 shows the TTFFA using 4 GPS + 2 WAAS satellites as well as the
results obtained using 6 GPS and 6 GPS + 2 WAAS satellites.
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Figure 4-10 Ambiguity convergence during Doppler collision and normal
conditions for an RTK solution between Rx2 and Rx3

Figure 4-11 also provides TTFFA using 6 GPS + 2 WAAS satellites which acts as a
baseline to assess the impact of reducing the number of satellites to six and the effect of
two satellites experiencing Doppler collision. During P1, the impact of Doppler collision is
severe, and thus a substantial increase in TTFFA is observed using 4 GPS + 2 WAAS
against a combination of 6 GPS satellites. During P2, the impact of Doppler collision is
present only on one receiver and the difference in TTFFA is smaller than P1. The jumps
in TTFFA using 6 GPS + 2 WAAS satellites or 6 GPS satellites correspond to the changes
in GPS satellite combinations over the test duration.
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4.1.4 De-Weighting Doppler Collision Observations
One possible approach to mitigate the effect of Doppler collision is to de-weight the
affected observations. As shown in Figure 4-3, the code errors on the WAAS satellites
increase during P1 and P2. The RTK solutions were re-calculated with the affected
observations de-weighted by a factor of 4 (the squared value of the ratio of the code
residuals standard deviation between P1 and P3). The TTFFA for the 4 GPS + 2 deweighted WAAS satellite combination is also included in Figure 4-11. At the peak of
Doppler collision during period P1, the TTFFA using de-weighting WAAS observations is
similar to the equal weight solution with a difference of less than 5 %. As the effect of
Doppler collision recedes in P2, the TTFFA using the de-weighted solution increases and
the largest during P3 (when no Doppler collision is occurring and is thus an incorrect
observation weight).Thus de-weighting the observations during Doppler collision and
applying normal weights when there is no Doppler collision could be an efficient solution
to mitigate the effect of Doppler collision in an RTK solution, particularly when there are
many signals available.
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Figure 4-11 TTFFA during Doppler collision and normal conditions

4.2 RTK Positioning during Live Doppler Collision
This section describes RTK positioning during Doppler collision observed using live
signals. The Doppler crossing window was selected after recording Doppler variations of
WAAS satellites over successive days. Along with the user location RxA, as defined in
section 3.5.1, two more locations, RxB and RxC, were selected. Similar to the simulation
setup in section 4.1.1, the locations were selected in an East-West direction. Each
location is an open sky environment with minimum possible multipath. Table 4-2 provides
all three user coordinates. Figure 4-12 shows the location of all three receivers over a
geographical region in Calgary, Canada.
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Table 4-2 Doppler collision live signal user locations coordinates
User location

Latitude

Longitude

Height

RxA

510 04ˈ 47.9162ˈˈ N

1140 08ˈ 01.8533ˈˈ W

1118.831 m

RxB

510 04’ 47.9168’’ N

1140 08’ 01.3605’ W

1118.504 m

RxC

510 04’ 13.8212’’ N

1140 08’ 46.0586’ W

1089.304 m

Figure 4-12 Three user locations for live data collection during Doppler collision
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4.2.1 Test Setup
A test setup similar to Figure 4-1 is formed, except that the RF port is connected to
geodetic grade antenna rather than a hardware simulator. Figure 4-13 shows the
complete test setup at all three locations. RxA and RxB collected I/Q samples at 2MHz
whereas RxC collected real samples at 10 MHz.

Figure 4-13 RTK using live signal at three locations

Figure 4-14 shows the code-minus-carrier observations for all three receivers. During this
period, Doppler collision is observed on receivers RxA and RxB whereas no Doppler
collision is observed in rover RxC. This combination is a similar case to the period P2 in
Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-14 Live signals PRN 135 Measurements showing effect of Doppler
collision at three different locations

4.2.2 Selection of Satellites
Consider receivers RxA and RxB. Since the baseline is very short (10 m), the Doppler
collision envelopes resemble each other. Similar to the analysis in the hardwaresimulation of Doppler collision, the number of satellites used in the RTK solution is
reduced to a combination of 6 GPS and 4 GPS + 2 WAAS satellites. Figure 4-15 shows
the RTK solution using the combinations. The solution is obtained at epoch 600 s from
the start time when the effect of Doppler collision is present of on both receivers RxA and
RxB. The top row shows single-differenced float ambiguities relative to the last epoch
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rounded value. The middle row shows estimated standard deviation of float singledifferenced ambiguities and number of satellites for which ambiguities are fixed. In both
the cases, the variation in estimated standard deviation is same, however, for the GPSalone combination, the convergence of single-differenced ambiguities is faster and hence
the fixed solution is obtained much earlier. For 4 GPS + 2 WAAS, convergence is much
slower because of large code-minus-carrier values on the observations and hence large
TTFFA. The bottom row shows the estimated solution. With 2 WAAS satellites in the RTK
solution, the convergence of ambiguities is slower and hence float solution is available
for a considerable duration from the start.
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Figure 4-15 Live data at base RxA and rover RxB. Top row shows single-differenced
ambiguities, middle row shows convergence of single-differenced ambiguities and
the number of satellites fixed, and bottom row shows float/fixed solution position
error

4.2.3 TTFFA Analysis for Short Baseline
TTFFA is obtained using all - combinations of satellites: 6 GPS and 4 GPS + 2 WAAS
against the baseline of 6 GPS + 2 WAAS, as shown in Figure 4-16. TTFFA is small for a
solution using 6 GPS satellites and close to baseline values. The WAAS observations
have minimum effect on TTFFA when a good number of GPS satellites are present in the
solution. For a solution using 4 GPS + 2 WAAS, the TTFFA is large, especially during the
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peak of Doppler collision effect on both receivers RxA and RxB. Figure 4-16 also shows
the plot of TTFFA using de-weighting of WAAS observations as analyzed in hardwaresimulation of Doppler collision. By de-weighting the affected observations as explained in
section 4.1.4, there is a small improvement in the TTFFA during the peak of Doppler
collision.

Figure 4-16 TTFFA during Doppler collision with live signals at a short baseline

4.2.4 TTFFA Analysis for Long Baseline
Similarly, using receivers RxA and RxC, an RTK solution is obtained for a long baseline.
TTFFA is obtained using all four combinations of satellites as shown in Figure 4-17. Here
too, an improvement is observed by de-weighting the WAAS observations during the
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Doppler collision event. Overall, de-weighting of GEO observations results in maintained
or improved TTFFA during Doppler collision across varying baselines. Appendix C shows
that the pseudorange code phase observations can be used to determine the occurrence
of Doppler collision and thus de-weighting can be an efficient method where the GEO
observations can be de-weighted real-time during likely conditions of Doppler collision.

Figure 4-17 TTFFA during Doppler collision using live signals at long baseline
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4.3 Doppler Collision mitigation techniques
This section lists several mitigation techniques for Doppler collision.

4.3.1 Satellite Doppler
The primary factor for the occurrence of Doppler collision is the magnitude of relative
Doppler between two satellites. If it is zero or less than code lock loop bandwidth, there
is a likely condition for Doppler collision. In the case of MEO satellites such as GPS, the
duration is minimal, and its effect is minuscule. Regarding geostationary satellites, the
range of Doppler variation is limited. Consider the Doppler variation of BeiDou satellites
in Figure 3-5. Satellites C03 and C04 have similar variations, and thus a long duration of
small relative Doppler is present. However, the change in Doppler frequencies of C01
and C05 is such that a short length of small relative Doppler is present. Thus, Doppler
collision can be avoided if there is a significant variation in the Doppler frequency of the
geostationary satellites. Doppler collision can also be prevented if the variations of
Doppler frequencies are such that a tiny duration of small relative Doppler is present. As
shown in Figure 3-8, MSAS presents the exact opposite of the required conditions to
avoid Doppler collision. The Doppler variations are very similar and lead to a situation
where likely conditions for Doppler collision are present throughout the day.

Controlling satellite Doppler is an effective method. However, it is not an easy solution if
the satellite is already deployed. There will be limitations on maneuvering geostationary
satellites, and not all geostationary satellites can orbit for the significant variation in
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Doppler frequencies. Alternatively, a small magnitude of satellite clock drift parameter
(af1) can be defined to induce Doppler due to the satellite clock.

4.3.2 Cross-Correlation function
Table 3-2 shows the distribution of cross-correlation values for B1I in comparison to GPS
or WAAS C/A codes. Selection of codes could be an important step to avoid likely
conditions for Doppler collision. Figure 3-12 shows the spatial extent of the crosscorrelation function of the B1I codes where the probability of maximum cross-correlation
peaks is minimal. The even length of Gold Codes in B1I are a better option than regular
C/A codes to avoid the severe impact of Doppler collision on the code measurements.
This solution is effective if the system is in the planning phase. However, if the system is
designed and deployed, there are no mechanisms to change the signal and code
structure to avoid Doppler collision.

4.3.3 Multipath Mitigation Techniques
In section 3.3, theoretical limits obtained using narrow correlator showed a significant drop
in the magnitude of the Doppler collision error. The narrow correlator is a widely accepted
design to mitigate the effects of multipath, and since Doppler collision is multipath-like
effect, it is important to consider its application during Doppler collision.

4.3.3.1 Narrow Correlator
Figure 4-18 shows a plot of code-minus-carrier measurements obtained using narrow
correlator. The IF data is collected at 20 MHz (I and Q samples separately) using test
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setup described in Figure 4-1 at location Rx1. The data is collected for 4000 s to limit the
size of IF data file and processed using narrow correlator with E-L chip spacing of 0.1
chips. In comparison to the top plot of Figure 4-2, the code-minus-carrier variation is
significantly reduced. There is a dip in the code-minus-carrier measurements when crosscorrelation peak is transitioning over the primary peak indicating that the magnitude of
Doppler collision is greatly reduced but not eliminated.

Figure 4-18 Code-minus-carrier measurements obtained using narrow correlator
during Doppler collision
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The narrow correlator is widely used in high accuracy receivers and can form an effective
method of mitigating Doppler collision effects. However, the use of narrow correlator is
limited in low-cost receivers where signal bandwidth is small.

4.3.4 Delay Lock Loop Bandwidth
Section 2.3.1 explains that the key factor to determine Doppler collision is the magnitude
of the relative Doppler compared to code lock loop bandwidth, also called Delay Lock
Loop (DLL) bandwidth (Kaplan and Hegarty 2005). If the relative Doppler is greater than
the DLL bandwidth, the relative phase moves too much during the integration period and
the correlation peak will be filtered out. Thus decreasing DLL bandwidth can provide an
effective method to reduce the effect Doppler collision

Figure 3-16 shows the effect of Doppler collision when the software defined receiver is
configured with DLL = 0.5 Hz. Although the DLL bandwidth is less than relative Doppler,
the effect is still significant and closely follows the theoretical error envelope. Figure 4-19
shows the plot of code-minus-carrier measurements for the same data processed using
DLL bandwidth of 1 Hz. Compared to Figure 3-16, there is a substantial increase in the
variation of code-minus-carrier measurement with maximum error reaching edges of the
error envelope.
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Figure 4-19 Code-minus-carrier measurements with DLL bandwidth of 1 Hz

Figure 4-20 shows the code-minus-carrier measurement for the same data with the DLL
bandwidth set to 0.1 Hz. Here, the variation of code-minus-carrier measurement has
reduced significantly in comparison to the processing using a DLL bandwidth of 0.5 Hz
and 1 Hz.
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Figure 4-20 Code-minus-carrier measurements with DLL bandwidth of 0.1 Hz

If the effect of Doppler collision can be controlled using DLL bandwidth, it will provide a
lot of flexibility to a user because once the signal is tracked by the phase lock loop, the
user can dynamically reduce the DLL bandwidth and get better measurements. The flip
side of reducing the DLL bandwidth is the limitation on the user dynamics. If user
dynamics are large, there will be a constraint on the reduction of DLL bandwidth (Kaplan
and Hegarty 2005).

To summarize, Doppler collision has an impact on the RTK solution where the
convergence of ambiguities is affected, and this leads to increase in TTFFA. The effect
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is severe especially in the case of a limited number of MEO satellites along with
geostationary satellites. This observation implies that Doppler collision will affect
standalone IRNSS RTK. The increase in TTFFA is presented using hardware-simulated
data and live data. The simplest solution to overcome Doppler collision is to decrease the
observation weight of GEOs during Doppler collision. Alternative solutions include
modifications in the design of the satellite systems. At measurement level, the effective
solution is the narrow correlator which shows a significant reduction in the Doppler
collision error. However, the use of narrow correlator is limited in the case of low-cost
receivers. The effect of Doppler collision can also be reduced by decreasing DLL
bandwidth and provides alternative solution to mitigate Doppler collision. In the next
chapter, the observability of geostationary satellites is discussed, and Chapter-6 will
continue the discussion on mitigation of Doppler collision effect in IRNSS.
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Chapter Five: Observability of Geostationary Satellites
The previous two chapters covered Doppler collision and demonstrated its impact on an
RTK solution using WAAS satellites. This chapter covers observability issue of
geostationary satellites, specifically GEOs in IRNSS. The outline of this chapter is as
follows: the computation of covariance of ambiguities using MKF is presented to
demonstrate the effect of time-correlation of geostationary satellite errors. The timecorrelation of observation errors affect convergence of ambiguities and is analyzed using
the combinations of GPS and WAAS satellites. After identifying the impact of timecorrelation on the observability of geostationary satellite, the analysis is extended to an
RTK solution using standalone IRNSS. A list of possible solutions is presented to
overcome the effect of time-correlation of satellite errors in the IRNSS.

5.1.1 Covariance Computation
Section 2.3.2 provides a complete theory of an SKF and MKF. This section continues with
the same definition of the measurement model and the Kalman Filter equations (Petovello
et al. 2009) and then presents a computation of the covariance of the ambiguities using
both filter models.

In the prediction step of Kalman Filters, a random constant model is considered for the
ambiguities since single-differenced ambiguities have unknown initial value, and the rate
of single-differenced ambiguities is zero unless a cycle slip is encountered. The process
noise for single-differenced ambiguities is given by

Qk = diag(qN  t )
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5.1

where qN = 1e-10 cycles / s / Hz is considered. For position, a velocity random walk model
is considered with qV = 10e-3 m / s 2 / Hz .

The term n k corresponds uncorrelated measurement noise of single-differenced code or
phase measurements for given pair of receivers, under the assumption that the rover and
the base have equivalent receiver noise. The covariance of uncorrelated measurement
noise is
Nk = 2  diag( 2 )

5.2

where  is the standard deviation of code or carrier phase noise.

The next section demonstrates the time-correlation of single-differenced measurement
errors. The analysis indicates that the time-correlated part can be modeled as a first order
Gauss-Markov (GM) model. The continuous time format of first order GM is s   s  w .
In discrete terms, it modifies as
uk+1 = e-βΔt uk + εk

5.3

The covariance matrix of ε k is given by
Mk = E{εk εk T } = diag[σ 2 (1- e2βΔt )]

5.4

In the covariance analysis, the covariance of double-differenced ambiguities is not
considered because between-satellites differencing makes it difficult to isolate whether
the base satellite or remaining satellites have increased the variance. Since the goal is to
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observe the convergence of ambiguities and impact of the GEO satellites, the analysis of
single-differenced ambiguities can provide a clear picture of the effect of GEO satellites.

5.2 Time-correlation of GEO Satellite Errors
Consider the case of hardware-simulation of Doppler collision using three receivers in
section 4.1. Figure 5-1 shows the plot of single-differenced residuals obtained using Rx1
and Rx2. The phase residuals are uniformly distributed with no definite pattern whereas
code residuals show an envelope, which is formed by the combination of code error
envelope of the two receivers. The envelope has a period of approximately 1800 s with a
different magnitude of code residuals in each interval.

Figure 5-1 Single-differenced code and phase residuals for RTK solution between
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Figure 5-2 shows an autocorrelation plot of single-differenced code residuals. As shown,
the autocorrelation plot can be approximated to a first order Gauss-Markov (GM) model.

Figure 5-2 Normalized autocorrelation of single-differenced code residuals for
simulated Doppler collision data at a baseline of 900 m. Approximation of first order
GM Markov model at τ = 700 s

To identify peaks, Figure 5-3 shows a frequency plot of the single-differenced residuals.
A peak of a period 7.6 s is observed which corresponds to 0.13 Hz which is the relative
difference of carrier cycle every second between two Doppler frequencies. The first
positive and negative peaks in the autocorrelation plot point to the presence of this
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component. The first order GM model for measurement error approximates to a
correlation time of 700 s. In addition to the first peak, there are secondary peaks at an
interval of about 1800 s which corresponds the period of single-differenced code residuals
envelope as shown in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-3 PSD of single-differenced residuals for simulated Doppler collision data
at a baseline of 900 m. The peak corresponding to 3600 s is the variation of singledifferenced residuals due to Doppler collision envelope.

A similar analysis is extended to live signal RTK solution using WAAS satellites discussed
in section 4.2. Figure 5-4 shows autocorrelation of single-differenced code residuals for
long baseline when there is no Doppler collision. The autocorrelation can be
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approximated to first order GM model. It could be argued that first order GM model is not
sufficient and higher order GM model or Auto-regressive models (Nassar et al. 2004)
could be considered. However, the primary goal of this section to understand timecorrelation of measurement errors. If the study using first order GM proves the impact on
ambiguity resolution time, it could be extended using a higher order of GM models or
Auto-regressive models.

Figure 5-4 Normalized autocorrelation of single-differenced code residuals for live
data at a baseline of 1380 m. The correlation time of first order GM model is 700 s.
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Figure 5-5 shows autocorrelation of single-differenced code residuals for a short baseline
when there is no Doppler collision. Here too, the variation can be approximated to first
order GM model. Therefore, if there is a Doppler collision event or not, time-correlation
on the single-differenced code residuals of WAAS satellites is always present.

Figure 5-5 Normalized autocorrelation of single-differenced code residuals for live
data at a baseline of 10 m. The correlation time of first order GM model is 500 s.
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5.3 Ambiguity Convergence in WAAS
Based on the analysis in the last section, a correlation time  1 of 700 s is factored for
WAAS satellites. For GPS satellites, a correlation time  1 of 40 s is taken from previous
research (O’Keefe et al. 2006; Petovello et al. 2009). As considered in the last chapter,
the following four combinations are analyzed:
1. All GPS and WAAS satellites in view
2. 6 GPS + 4 WAAS satellites in view
3. Only 6 GPS in view
4. 4 GPS + 2 WAAS satellites in view

The covariance of ambiguities and corresponding standard deviation (  ) is computed
using SKF and MKF. A short baseline of 10 m is defined between the base and rover,
and the convergence of covariance is obtained over a duration of 3000 s. It is the same
test setup of RTK positioning using live data during Doppler collision, as discussed in
section 4.2.3. Table 5-1 lists parameters used in the covariance simulation.
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Table 5-1 Tabulation of parameters used in the covariance simulation
Parameters

Value

Processing rate

Comments

1 Hz
50

Satellite elevation cut-off
Time constant  1 for MEO

40 s

Same value is extended to IGSO

Time constant  1 for GEO

700 s

Based on multiple tests

Code input 

2m

Carrier phase input 

0.02 cycle

Based on successive measurement
analysis

of

measurements

Doppler input 

GPS/WAAS
collected

using

0.1 Hz
front-end under test

Spectral density for ambiguities
random constant qN

1e-10
cycles / s / Hz

For a static user
Spectral

density

random walk qV

for

1e-3

velocity

m / s / Hz

Figure 5-6 shows the convergence of ambiguities when all GPS and WAAS satellites are
present. The convergence time using MKF is higher in comparison to SKF due to the
introduction of correlation time for GPS satellites. The number of satellites is then reduced
to isolate the impact of WAAS satellites.
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Figure 5-6 Standard deviation of covariance of single-differenced ambiguities
using all GPS + 2 WAAS

Figure 5-7 shows a baseline result with 6 GPS + 2 WAAS satellites. Using SKF, there is
no difference in ambiguity convergence time compared to the all satellite combination.
Similarly, in MKF, the standard deviation of single-differenced ambiguities reaches values
of 1 cycles in about 1000 s.
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Figure 5-7 Standard deviation of covariance of single-differenced ambiguities
using 6 GPS + 2 WAAS

Figure 5-8 shows ambiguity convergence using only 6 GPS satellites. Again, there is no
significant variation in the ambiguity convergence in comparison to 6 GPS + 2 WAAS
solution. With a good number of MEO satellites in the estimation process, there is little or
no impact on ambiguity convergence.
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Figure 5-8 Standard deviation of covariance of single-differenced ambiguities
using 6 GPS

Figure 5-9 shows the convergence of ambiguities when two GPS satellites are replaced
with 2 WAAS satellites while maintaining similar PDOP values. There is a drastic change
in ambiguity convergence behavior, and standard deviation reaches a value of 1 cycle
close to the end of test duration. The delay in convergence implies that if the correlation
time of code measurement errors of GEO stationary satellites is factored into the
estimation process, there is a significant impact on the ambiguity convergence and in
turn, will affect TTFFA.
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Figure 5-9 Standard deviation of covariance of single-differenced ambiguities
using 4 GPS + 2 WAAS

Teunissen (1999) shows that success rate of ambiguity fix using bootstrapping is less
than or equal to Integer-Least Squares (ILS) and forms the lower bound. If the
bootstrapping ambiguity fix method is used, the first ambiguity is rounded off when its
standard deviation is less than a cycle, and further ambiguities are decorrelated and fixed.
The success rate using ILS must be on the higher side and leads to higher PCF. The
LAMBDA method, which is built on the principle of ILS, will also have higher PCF and will
provide smaller TTFFA. Thus the covariance analysis focuses on the convergence of
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standard deviation of single-differenced ambiguities to determine if TTFFA would be small
in regular cases or large when there are more time-correlated measurement errors.

5.4 IRNSS and its Observability
IRNSS consists of three GEO satellites and four IGSO satellites in contrast to the GPS
constellation that includes only MEO satellites. Figure 2-2 shows the ground tracks of
IRNSS satellites. The four IGSO satellites trace a ground track of figure-eight whereas
GEO satellites move slightly above and below equatorial plane. The focus of this section
is to understand whether the IRNSS is capable of providing a standalone RTK solution.
An RTK solution using standalone IRNSS would be necessary for a user in Indian subcontinent if the user wants to avoid the use of other constellations.

For a user located in Bengaluru, India (Coordinates: +130 01’ 16.1971’’ N, 770 34’
13.3534’ E, height 843.71 m), the sky plot is as shown in Figure 5-10. For a standalone
IRNSS system, HDOP is large in comparison to GPS constellation due to the poor
geometry where all satellites are available at high elevation angles (Rao et al. 2011). The
poor HDOP will have an impact on the observability of standalone IRNSS system as
discussed below.
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Figure 5-10 Skyplot of simulated IRNSS constellation

5.4.1 Ambiguity Convergence in IRNSS
The autocorrelation analysis of single-differenced code residuals of WAAS satellites
provided a correlation time constant of 700 s for GEO satellites, and this value is
significant in comparison to the correlation time constant of 40 s for MEO satellites. Using
time constant of 700 s for GEO satellites and time constant of 40 s for IGSOs in IRNSS,
an attempt is made to simulate the convergence of single-differenced ambiguities for
standalone IRNSS system. There is limited research available on correlation time of IGSO
satellites, hence the correlation time equal to MEO is considered for IGSO satellites,
which is still an optimistic value. Figure 5-11 shows the convergence of single-differenced
ambiguities for IRNSS constellation using SKF and MKF. The simulation is processed at
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1 Hz and the baseline between base and rover is 10 m, which is similar to the analysis of
WAAS satellites in Figure 5-6. The convergence time of single-differenced ambiguities is
small using SKF whereas using MKF, the convergence of single-differenced ambiguities
is slow and reaches a value of 1 cycle at more than 2000 s. Overall, the observability of
standalone IRNSS constellation is poor, similar to a combination of 4 WAAS and 2 GPS
satellites as shown in Figure 5-9 and it would be challenging to quickly fix the ambiguities
in an RTK solution using standalone IRNSS.

Figure 5-11 Convergence of single-differenced ambiguities in IRNSS
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5.5 Improvement of IRNSS Observability
This section describes a list of solutions to improve the observability of standalone IRNSS
constellation for an RTK solution. The solutions are defined considering the current
satellites in other GNSS segments and certain assumptions on the expansion of the
IRNSS system in future.

5.5.1 Augmentation with GAGAN Satellites
The GAGAN is an SBAS augmentation system built by ISRO to provide satellite based
augmentation services to GPS users over the Indian sub-continent. The primary role of
GAGAN satellites is to provide augmentation services, however, if the same satellites can
be modified to provide ranging information (Rao 2013), it will increase the number of
observations in the IRNSS. Figure 5-12 shows the ground track of IRNSS satellites along
with GAGAN satellites located at the longitude of 55.030 E and 83.000E respectively. The
orbital information of GAGAN satellites is obtained using Broadcast Ephemeris
(Montenbruck et al. 2014, 2017).
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Figure 5-12 Ground Track of IRNSS satellites along with GAGAN satellites located
at the longitude of 55.030 E and 83.000E respectively

Figure 5-13 provides convergence of single-differenced ambiguities when GAGAN
observations are added in the estimation process. The correlation time of WAAS satellites
is used for GAGAN in MKF. One of the GAGAN satellites is located at the longitude of
one of the IRNSS GEO satellites and the second one is located at the longitude of an
IRNSS IGSO equatorial crossing. Since GAGAN satellites are geostationary in nature,
the ambiguity convergence is poor when time-correlation is factored in the filtering
process. Consequently, there is no significant improvement in the observability using
MKF in comparison to Figure 5-11.
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Figure 5-13 Convergence of single-differenced ambiguities for RTK solution with
IRNSS and GAGAN satellites

5.5.2 Introduction of IGSO satellites
Recently, the IRNSS-1A satellite lost its clocks and is no longer used for navigation
solutions (Montenbruck et al. 2017). In future, if the IRNSS constellation were to expand
and add two IGSO satellites, it would be good to add the new satellites away from the
existing IGSOs. A simple solution would be to add an IGSO at the same longitude of the
geostationary satellites present at the end of the equatorial plane. Figure 5-14 shows the
ground track of the proposed constellation. The orbital parameters of two IGSOs have an
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orbital inclination of 300 and the argument of perigee is proposed in such a way that it
would remain out of phase in orbit with respect to the existing IGSO satellites. Figure 5-15
shows the convergence of ambiguities using SKF and MKF. There is a small improvement
in the convergence time using MKF compared to Figure 5-11, and it is on par with the
convergence time of MKF using 6 GPS + 2 WAAS satellites as shown in Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-14 Proposed expansion of IRNSS system with two IGSO satellites
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Figure 5-15 Convergence of single-differenced ambiguities after addition of two
IGSO satellites in IRNSS constellation.

5.5.3 Augmentation with other GNSS Systems
Satellites from other GNSS systems can help to improve the observability of IRNSS when
incorporated into the ambiguity resolution. Figure 5-16 shows an example of singledifferenced ambiguity convergence when IRNSS is complemented with two GPS
satellites in view. GPS PRN 1 and PRN 3 are considered in the solution because the
satellites provide improved HDOP in comparison to the standalone IRNSS. A time
constant of 40 s is considered for GPS satellites based on the previous studies (ElRabbany and Kleusberg 2003; O’Keefe et al. 2006)
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The convergence of single-

differenced ambiguities using MKF improves significantly in comparison to Figure 5-11.
After fixing ambiguities, the GPS measurements can be ignored to achieve an RTK
solution with standalone IRNSS. With this method, there is no need to launch additional
IRNSS satellites. On the flip side, it will compromise the goal of achieving an RTK solution
using standalone IRNSS at the start of ambiguity resolution process.

Figure 5-16 Convergence of single-differenced ambiguities when IRNSS is
augmented with GPS satellites

To summarize, this chapter shows that there is a time-correlation in the code
measurement errors of geostationary satellites. The time-correlated measurements lead
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to poor observability and affect convergence of ambiguities as investigated using MKF.
The slow convergence of ambiguities will lead to higher TTFFA when a large number of
observations are from geostationary satellites. Use of satellites from other constellations
has a major implication especially if a user wants to do RTK positioning using standalone
IRNSS. Multiple solutions and their simulations results show that convergence time can
be improved. More analysis is presented in the next chapter where a live data from IRNSS
and GPS demonstrates improvement in TTFFA.
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Chapter Six: Investigation of Doppler Collision in IRNSS
The Doppler collision and its impact on pseudorange observations are discussed in
Chapter-3 using WAAS satellites whereas Chapter-4 discusses its implications on the
RTK solution and options to mitigate the effect of Doppler collision. Chapter-5 presents
the analysis of the observability of geostationary satellites and the implications of using
geostationary satellites in RTK position and ambiguity solutions. In this chapter, the effect
of Doppler collision is investigated using hardware-simulated and real IRNSS
observations, including several of the previously discussed mitigation methods.

The chapter is organized as follows: First, the occurrence of Doppler collision in IRNSS
is discussed. It begins with a Doppler variation analysis IRNSS followed by derivation of
the IRNSS Doppler collision error envelope based on code phase. Preliminary
observations with a commercial receiver show no effect of Doppler collision. Hence a
hardware-simulation of the IRNSS constellation is implemented to observe Doppler
collision. After identifying the Doppler collision window, code measurements are obtained,
and the impact of the Doppler collision on the RTK solution is analyzed. Further, the
application of narrow correlator demonstrates a significant reduction in Doppler collision
error. To observe Doppler collision using live IRNSS signal, two commercial receivers
with both standard and narrow correlators are used. The data from two receivers show
that the narrow correlator is an effective mitigation method for Doppler collision in IRNSS
signals. An IRNSS-GPS RTK is attempted using live signal and finally, the improvement
in observability using GPS satellites is presented.
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6.1 Preliminary Analysis in IRNSS
To study the occurrence of Doppler collision in the IRNSS constellation, the Doppler
frequency variation of all IRNSS satellites is plotted over a 24 hour period and Doppler
crossings are identified. A commercial receiver was used to collect IRNSS data at
Bengaluru, India on 05 June 2016, before the clock on satellite 1A failed (GPS World Staff
2017). Figure 6-1 shows the variation of Doppler frequency of all seven satellites. Satellite
1C, 1F, and 1G are geostationary satellites, and among these three satellites, 1C and 1G
have similar variations of Doppler frequencies.

Figure 6-1 Frequency variation of all IRNSS satellites. 1C, 1G, and 1F are
geostationary satellites
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Further, a data collection was conducted on 10 April 2017 to log pseudorange and carrier
phase observations of IRNSS satellites over a window when the Doppler crossing is
expected. Figure 6-2 shows the Doppler variation of satellites 1C and 1G, its difference,
and code-minus-carrier measurements on 10 April 2017. A predicted error envelope of
Doppler collision, similar to that observed with WAAS satellites in Figure 3-16, was
expected. For more details on the expected error envelope calculation, refer to Appendix
C. However, unlike with the WAAS satellites, no envelope was observed in the
corresponding code-minus-carrier observations corresponding. Unfortunately, since this
data set was collected by a former colleague in India using a commercial equipment,
limited information is available, specifically the type of correlator and chip spacing were
unknown. With this limited real data, it is difficult to conclude much about the impact of
Doppler collision on IRNSS.
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Figure 6-2 IRNSS live signal measurements of 1G, middle plot shows code-minuscarrier observations for 1G along error envelope for Doppler collision

The variation of a few metres in code-minus-carrier measurements over the entire data
set corresponds to Ionospheric error as shown in Figure 6-3 and does not demonstrate
Doppler collision. While an additional data collection was being planned, a hardwaresimulation of the IRNSS constellation in a GNSS simulator was conducted to collect and
analyse pseudorange and phase observations with complete control over the receiver
design.
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Figure 6-3 Ionospheric error observed in satellites 1G

6.2 Doppler Collision in Pseudo-IRNSS
A scenario was created in the Spirent Simulator GSS7700 in which the first seven GPS
satellites were programmed as IRNSS satellites using the ephemeris information on 10
April 2017 from the IRNSS Broadcast Ephemeris (Montenbruck et al. 2017). This
simulated constellation will be referred to as the pseudo-IRNSS constellation. The
pseudo-IRNSS satellites have orbital parameters of IRNSS constellation but the carrier
frequency and PRN codes of GPS L1 C/A. The change in carrier frequency does not
affect Doppler collision events as long as the relative Doppler is zero and the IRNSS
BPSK(1) codes are C/A codes with a different PRN. Table 6-1 provides the coordinates
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of three different locations. RxIB is at the same location as the previous commercial
receiver data collection.

Table 6-1 User locations to collect pseudo-IRNSS observations
User location

Latitude

Longitude

Height

RxIA

12 57’ 20.166399”

77 38’ 12.835145”

824.458 m

RxIB

12 57’ 20.166281”

77 38’ 27.763540”

824.474 m

RxIC

12 57’ 20.165924”

77 38’ 42.691934”

824.521 m

IF data was collected using a National Instrument front-end with I and Q sampled at 2
MHz. After processing the IF data using the GSNRx™ software receiver with a standard
correlator spacing, the observed code-minus-carrier plot is shown in Figure 6-4. The
variation in code-minus-carrier measurement follows Doppler collision error envelope and
indicates the occurrence of Doppler collision in the pseudo-IRNSS satellites.
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Figure 6-4 Code-minus-carrier measurements of pseudo-IRNSS satellite PRN 7 at
RxIB

The same experiment was repeated at two more locations: RxIA, westward 450 m of RxIB
and RxIC, eastward 450 m of RxIB. Table 6-1 provides the coordinates of the two
additional locations. Figure 6-5 shows the code-minus-carrier measurements for all three
receivers. The Doppler collision effect, observed at RxIA, begins at Rx1B after a duration
whereas, at RxIC, there is a small tail of Doppler collision effect at the start and no Doppler
collision for the rest of test duration. The effect of Doppler collision may be stretched or
sharp, depending upon the relative Doppler between two satellites PRN 3 and PRN 7.
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Figure 6-5 Code-minus-carrier measurements of pseudo-IRNSS satellite PRN 7 at
three different locations

6.3 RTK Solution using Pseudo-IRNSS
Consider epoch 3000 s from the start time. Rx1B and Rx1C have no effect of Doppler
collision where as RxIA is experincing large variations in the code-minus-carrier
measurement. Now at epoch 6000 s from start time, RxIC has no collision effects whereas
both receivers RxIA and RxIB are encountering Doppler collision. RTK solution is
obtained at both epochs using following receiver combinations. Equal measurement
weightage is given to all satellites.
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1. RxIB and RxIC – no Doppler collision on both receivers at 3000 s and Doppler
collision on RxIB at 6000 s
2. RxIA and RxIB – Doppler collision on RxIB at 3000 s and on both receivers at 6000
s.
Figure 6-6 shows the convergence of ambiguites and the float solution using the first
combination of receivers. At 6000 s, when RxIB is experiencing Doppler collision, the float
ambiguites have larger variations and are converging at slower rate. The float solution
variation is also large and the fix time is slightly high.

Figure 6-6 Convergence of single-differenced ambiguities and RTK solution with
base RxIB and rover RxIC
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An RTK solution using the second combination of receivers behaves similarly to the
previous example. Figure 6-7 shows the convergence of ambiguities and the RTK solution
at both epochs. At 6000 s, the convergence is poorer than the one at 4000 s when only
the base receiver is experiencing Doppler collision.

Figure 6-7 Convergence of single-differenced ambiguities and RTK solution with
base RxIA and rover RxIB
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6.3.1 TTFFA Analysis
To understand the complete impact of Doppler collision on pseudo-IRNSS, an analysis
of TTFFA is conducted. Figure 6-8 shows the TTFFA obtained at an interval of every 60
s during the test period. All three receiver combinations are considered and the test period
is divided into two segments. In the second segment, Doppler collision is observed on
one or both receives in the RTK solution. The plot shows that there is a small rise in the
TTFFA during Doppler collision event. During the first segment, when only RxIA is
experiencing Doppler collision, there is not much difference in TTFFA. The reason might
be a small increase in code variation in comparison to the overall code measurement
variance, which is not significant enough to affect TTFFA. However, the impact is
observed on the float solution that has large position error before ambiguities are fixed.

Figure 6-8 TTFFA using three combinations of receivers in hardware-simulation of
pseudo-IRNSS
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6.4 Mitigation of Doppler Collision in Pseudo-IRNSS
Section 4.3.3 shows that the effect of Doppler collision can be mitigated using narrow
correlator. However, in the case of pseudo-IRNSS, all three data collections were
performed using 2 MHz sampling rate which limits re-processing using narrow correlator.
Therefore, the simulation was repeated at location RxIA using a sampling rate of 20 MHz
and measurements were obtained using two different chip spacing values as discussed
below.

6.4.1 Standard Correlator
Figure 6-9 shows the Doppler variation and code-minus-carrier measurement of the data
collected at Rx1A. It corresponds to first 25 minutes of the top row in Figure 6-5. The
duration was limited due to the size of the data file which is large at the 20 MHz sampling
rate. The plot shows that Doppler collision error is setting in and the code error is
increasing with time.

6.4.2 Narrow Correlator
The bottom row in Figure 6-9 shows code-minus-carrier measurement for the same data
that is processed using narrow correlator. The observed value and the error envelope
indicates a minimal effect of Doppler collision. The use of narrow correlator could be one
of the reasons not to observe Doppler collision in code-minus-carrier measurement in
Figure 6-2, where a commercial grade receiver might be using effective multipath
mitigation techniques in the receiver correlator.
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Figure 6-9 Doppler collision at RxIA and code-minus-carrier measurements: Middle
row obtained using standard correlator, bottom row using narrow correlator
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Returning to the live data plotted in Figure 6-2, if the same code-minus-carrier
measurement is plotted with the error envelope computed using narrow correlator, the
Doppler collision error envelope would resemble that shown in Figure 6-10. The
measurement variation is well within the error envelope, and thus it is difficult to detect
the Doppler collision effect in the observations.

Figure 6-10 Commercial receiver code-minus-carrier observations for 1G with
Doppler collision error envelope obtained using narrow correlator

Figure 6-10 shows that the code-minus-carrier measurement has periodic variation.
Figure 6-11 shows an enlarged section of the plot. The periodic variation corresponds to
approximately 300 s which is equivalent to 3.33 milli-Hz. This amount of Doppler
corresponds to a multipath signal (Nievinski and Larson 2014; Gowdayyanadoddi et al.
2015), and the magnitude of variation shows that it cannot be carrier phase multipath
(Ray et al. 1999). Thus it can be attributed only to code multipath. Multipath is a likely
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scenario as the data collection was performed in a semi-open urban environment. The
variation is not due to Doppler collision because similar variation is present in code-minuscarrier measurements even when Doppler collision error envelope is not present.

Figure 6-11 Periodic variations in code-minus-carrier measurement of 1G, collected
using commercial receiver

6.5 Doppler Collision using Live IRNSS Signal
Section 3.5.2 shows an example of Doppler collision using live IRNSS signal, which was
the first example of real data collected using standard correlator. In the previous section
the second attempt to collect live IRNSS data with a Doppler collision was unsuccessful
because receiver correlator chip spacing was not known. In the third attempt, two
commercial receivers, one programmed with standard correlator and second
programmed with narrow correlator, are used to collect IRNSS data simultaneously during
likely conditions of Doppler collision. The baseline between two receivers is small, and
hence the effect of Doppler collision would be similar. Figure 6-12 shows Doppler collision
effect on standard correlator receiver. The top plot shows Doppler variation, the middle
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plot is code-minus-carrier with error envelope, and the bottom plot is ratio of crosscorrelation peak to primary peak. The variation in the code-minus-carrier in sync with the
error envelope.

Figure 6-12 Doppler collision observed on IRNSS 1G live signal using standard
correlator receiver

Figure 6-13 shows the effect of Doppler collision on measurements of 1C collected using
same standard correlator receiver. The magnitude of code-minus-carrier variation is small
in comparison to 1G. During the test period, 1C is at an elevation of about 75 0 with C/N0
varying between 46 to 48 dB-Hz and is 5 dB higher than 1G, which is at an elevation of
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300. Kaplan and Hegarty (2005) shows that at C/N0 greater than 40 dB-Hz, a drop of 5
dB leads to an increase of 0.5 m in the measurement standard deviation. Thus the effect
of Doppler collision is large on 1G.

Figure 6-13 Doppler collision observed on IRNSS 1C live signal using a commercial
standard correlator receiver

Figure 6-14 shows a plot of code-minus-carrier of 1G observed during Doppler collision
using narrow correlator receiver. In comparison to standard correlator, the error envelope
is significantly reduced. The plot demonstrates that the use of narrow correlator can
mitigate the effect of Doppler collision on live IRNSS signal.
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Figure 6-14 Doppler collision observed on IRNSS 1G live signal using a commercial
narrow correlator receiver

6.6 Single Frequency RTK Solution using Live IRNSS Data
In the final phase of the research, an attempt is made realize a single frequency L5 IRNSS
– L1 GPS RTK solution. Appendix D provides more information about the software
development and requirements implemented in PLANSoft TM to realize an IRNSS-GPS
RTK solution. IRNSS-GPS live data was collected on Saturday, 12 August 2017 using
two survey grade commercial receivers at Hyderabad, India. Since, the data was
collected by Novatel Inc., limited information is available about receivers’ configuration.
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Table 6-2 provides the user coordinates for base and rover receivers. The baseline
between base and rover is about 5 m.

Table 6-2 Coordinates of base and rover receivers for a single frequency L5
IRNSS – L1 GPS RTK solution
User location

Latitude

Longitude

Height

Base

170 26ˈ 34.8646ˈˈ N

780 22ˈ 26.8056ˈˈ W

651.08 m

Rover

170 26ˈ 35.0366ˈˈ N

780 22ˈ 26.8302ˈˈ W

651.06 m

Figure 6-15 shows the variation of Doppler frequencies of 1C and 1G along with codeminus-carrier measurement of 1C at the base location. The error envelope is computed
assuming the receiver is using narrow correlator. Between 500 s and 1000 s, Doppler
crossing is observed and the relative Doppler varies around 0 Hz. However, the code
phase combination does not lead to Doppler collision as seen in ratio of cross-correlation
peak to primary peak. Also, the code-minus-carrier variation is very small and is smooth
throughout the test duration. Given, the variation of code-minus-carrier variation, the
effect of Doppler collision, even if present, would be very small and can be ignored.
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Figure 6-15 Code-minus-carrier of 1C observed using commercial receiver at
Hyderabad, 12 August 2017

Figure 6-16 shows the RTK solution using L5 IRNSS – L1 GPS. Since all visible GPS
satellites and six IRNSS satellites are used in solution fix, the convergence of SD
ambiguities is quick and solution fix is obtained in a minute.
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Figure 6-16 RTK solution using L5 IRNSS – L1 GPS at Hyderabad, 12 August 2017

Figure 6-17 shows an RTK solution with all IRNSS satellites and only 2 GPS satellites
(PRN 8 and 17). There is an increase in the TTFFA because of the reduced number of
satellites. Given the quality of measurements of a survey grade commercial receiver,
even if the effect of Doppler collision is present, the impact on the convergence of
ambiguities would be negligible.
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Figure 6-17 RTK solution using L5 IRNSS – L1 GPS with only two GPS satellites

6.7 Improvement in IRNSS Observability
An observability analysis is conducted on the previous IRNSS-GPS data and the
convergence of ambiguities is obtained. Figure 6-18 shows the convergence of singledifferenced IRNSS ambiguities obtained using MKF. The top row shows the convergence
of a standalone IRNSS and the bottom row shows the convergence of IRNSS augmented
with two GPS satellites. The time-correlation of measurements error is factored in the
convergence of ambiguities using MKF, which is discussed in section 5.2. Using GPS as
an augmentation system, there is a significant improvement in the ambiguity convergence
in comparison to the standalone IRNSS system.
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Figure 6-18 Convergence of IRNSS ambiguities, top plot shows a standalone IRNSS
with satellites 1B to 1G, bottom plot shows IRNSS augmented with two GPS
satellites: PRN 8 and 17

In summary, Doppler collision has an impact on live IRNSS signal. An attempt was made
to measure the impact on an IRNSS-like pseudo-IRNSS system. The Doppler collision
affects the convergence of ambiguities and in turn increase the TTFFA. The Doppler
collision effect on live signal is significantly reduced with the use of narrow correlator.
Also, the convergence of ambiguities as observed using MKF is improved with the
augmentation of GPS satellites. Due to the geographical constraints and limited access
to IRNSS receivers, the impact of Doppler collision on an RTK solution is not assessed
using live signal.
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Chapter Seven: Conclusions and Recommendations
In a multi-constellation RTK solution, all constellations including IRNSS and SBAS may
be used. Geostationary satellites form a major segment of IRNSS and BeiDou and all
satellites in SBAS. In addition to multipath that is prevalent for a significant time of the
day, GEOs encounter two major challenges: Doppler collision and poor observability.
Doppler collision affect code measurements and has impact on an RTK solution whereas
the poor observability is a challenge in realising a standalone IRNSS RTK solution. This
chapter concludes the thesis with a summary of conclusions and a discussion on
recommended future work.

7.1 Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from the findings of the research:

7.1.1 Characterization of Doppler Collision
Doppler collision is a phenomenon in GNSS signals. Doppler collision between two
satellites is determined by six factors: relative Doppler, cross-correlation function, relative
code delay, relative power, data message similitude, and relative carrier phase. The
examination of relative Doppler showed that while short lived in MEO GNSS satellites,
extended periods of Doppler collision are possible in SBAS and the geostationary
satellites of IRNSS and BeiDou. Cross-correlation function analysis proved that Doppler
collision is possible in SBAS and IRNSS, whereas the occurrence of large crosscorrelation peaks in BeiDou is small because of its use of truncated even Gold codes.
The spatial analysis shows the occurrence of Doppler collision based on relative code
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delay. The magnitude of Doppler collision error is determined by the relative signal
strength whereas the sign is determined by data message similitude and the relative
carrier phase. Multiple hardware-simulations demonstrated Doppler collision events and
their impact on code measurements. An experimental method to provide a systematic
methodology to observer Doppler collision repeatedly was developed. Furthermore, live
SBAS data were collected to observe Doppler collision.

7.1.2 RTK Positioning during Doppler Collision
Doppler collision primarily affects code measurements and complicated the use of
geostationary satellites in an RTK solution. Hardware-simulated SBAS observations were
generated and used in an RTK solution. Single-differenced code residuals increased
significantly when one or both of the receivers in the RTK solution were experiencing
Doppler collision. The ambiguity convergence was delayed, and there was an increase in
TTFFA. De-weighting the affected observations was demonstrated as a simple mitigation
method.

When using live data, de-weighting of GEO observations shows an improvement in
TTFFA when the impact of Doppler collision is severe. The theoretical analysis shows
that the occurrence of Doppler collision can be identified using code phase and the
magnitude of the Doppler collision can be computed. Therefore in a real-time solution, a
user can de-weight the GEO observations experiencing Doppler collision and achieve
improvement in TTFFA.
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Also, multiple solutions are discussed to address Doppler collisions. The system level
changes include an increase in Doppler variation of satellites as well as the out-of-phase
overlap of Doppler variation. The second solution includes changes in transmission codes
which can reduce the occurrence of Doppler collision. Finally, the application of multipath
mitigation techniques such as narrow correlator shows promising results with a significant
decrease in code variance. The reduction in variance brings the code variation to a level
where Doppler collision variation is buried under the code noise.

7.1.3 Observability of Geostationary Satellites
Geostationary satellites also experience poor ambiguity observability due to the inability
of geostationary satellites to add information in an RTK solution as a result of their
relatively static position in the sky. GEO pseudorange observation error is highly
correlated and was evaluated using autocorrelation analysis. If the time-correlation is
factored into the estimation of ambiguities, the convergence of covariance of ambiguities
is very poor and in turns affects the TTFFA.

Multiple solutions are presented to improve the observability of the IRNSS constellation.
First, a user can include observations from GAGAN satellites. Simulation results show no
significant improvement is observed because both GAGAN satellites are geostationary.
The second solution includes expansion of the IRNSS constellation with two additional
IGSO satellites. There is a small improvement in observability. The addition of IGSO
would be a possible solution if IRNSS were to expand in the near future. Finally, a user
can use other GNSS systems such as GPS to initiate ambiguity resolution. This solution
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is possible without any changes or expansion of IRNSS. However, it would compromise
the goal of achieving an RTK solution exclusively with IRNSS.

7.1.4 Investigation of Doppler Collision in IRNSS
After observing Doppler collision in hardware-simulated and live data, the impact of
Doppler collision on the IRNSS constellation was assessed. The Doppler variations of all
IRNSS satellites were analyzed, and Doppler crossing windows were identified. Real data
and hardware-simulated data were collected. RTK results using the simulated data show
the impact of Doppler collision on the convergence of ambiguities. The Doppler collision
is mitigated using a narrow correlator receiver design while tracking the live IRNSS signal.
Finally, the improvement in observability is demonstrated by augmenting the RTK solution
using GPS satellites.

7.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Although this thesis covers the effect of Doppler collision and observability in
geostationary satellites and IRNSS, the actual impact of Doppler collision in an IRNSSGPS RTK solution using a live signal was not observed. The immediate step would be to
collect more live IRNSS data and establish the relevance of Doppler collision on the
IRNSS-GPS RTK solution. Furthermore, some interesting questions relevant to Doppler
collision, modelling of measurement errors and six GNSS + SBAS RTK remain
unanswered. Some of these are listed below.
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7.2.1 Separation of Doppler collision and multipath
In this thesis, all live data collection is performed with utmost care to avoid multipath.
Even in the case of hardware simulation, no multipath was introduced. However, a large
number of practical cases will encounter multipath in addition to Doppler collision. Since
Doppler collision is similar to multipath effect, it would be challenging to isolate the effects
of Doppler collision and multipath. The major contribution of this research is the real-time
determination of Doppler collision effect based on the code phase of geostationary
satellites. It is possible to estimate the effect of Doppler collision and separate from
multipath. The next step would be to observe both effects simultaneously and mitigate
the errors based on the estimated effect of Doppler collision.

7.2.2 Cross-Correlation Function
In this thesis, analysis to determine cross-correlation peaks was limited to BPSK(1)
modulation using C/A code and, to a certain extent, BeiDou’s B1I truncated even Gold
codes. Galileo, for example, uses random codes and has MBOC (Multiplexed Binary
Offset Carrier) modulation. It would be interesting to know what the occurrence and the
magnitude of Doppler collision would be, if similar codes are used in geostationary
satellites. An extensive analysis of all codes under geostationary satellite conditions could
provide insights into which codes are better suited for geostationary satellites to avoid
Doppler collision.
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7.2.3 Auto-Regressive Modelling of Geostationary Measurement Errors
The modeling of geostationary code measurement errors used a first order GM model to
approximate time-correlation. Although it was a good fit, there is scope to model the timecorrelation using auto-regressive models and derive the coefficients of shaping filter.
Higher order auto-regressive models will have a direct consequence on the MKF and will
alter the estimate states. At this stage, it is hard to predict the overall improvement on the
covariance of the ambiguities; higher order models will add more computational steps in
the filter.

7.2.4 Multi-Constellation RTK Solution with Six GNSS and SBAS
The primary motivation behind this research was the realization of an RTK solution with
all six constellations and SBAS satellites. Nadarajah and Teunissen (2014) and Odolinski
et al. (2014) have undertaken instantaneous ambiguity resolution with multiple
constellations whereas Nadarajah et al. (2016) and Zaminpardaz et al. (2016b) have
attempted positioning using IRNSS. The next step would be to combine all constellation
in a single RTK solution, especially geostationary satellites, after addressing Doppler
collision and factoring in the time-correlation of observations.
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APPENDIX A: BEIDOU B1I CROSS-CORRELATION DISTRIBUTION
Table 3-2 provides the distribution of cross-correlation values of BeiDou B1I. To obtain
the distribution, the B1I ranging code between two satellites is convoluted over entire
length of the code. Figure A-1 provides an example of cross-correlation values between
two BeiDou satellites PRN1 and PRN2.

Also, it provides the distribution of cross-

correlation peaks.

Figure A-1 Plot of cross-correlation values between BDS PRN1 and PRN2 and its
distribution

Table A-1 provides the probability of the distribution of cross-correlation peaks for the
given example. The actual values are similar to the theoretical values given in Table 3-2.
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Table A-1 Probability of the distribution of the cross-correlation values between
BDS PRN1 and PRN2
Distribution of levels

Probability of distribution

Level > 96

1.07 %

Level > 64

8.65 %

Level > 32

24.30 %

Level < -32

25.41 %

Level < -64

7.48 %

Level < -96

0.78 %

The probability distribution shows that the magnitude of cross-correlation peaks varies
between different levels and the probability of the highest magnitude peak is very small.
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APPENDIX B: CROSS-CORRELATION MEASUREMENT ERROR
Ray (2000) describes multipath cross-correlation peak in detail and enlist methods to
compute the magnitude of multipath error envelope. The Doppler collision error is similar
to multipath and follows the same error envelope, albeit, the cross-correlation peak could
be present on either side of the primary peak. The C/A code error envelope (in chips) is
given as

 error  

 d
,in the range of 0   d  (1   )Td
1 

 error  Td ,in the range of (1   )Td   d  Tc  (1  )Td

 error  

B.1

 (Tc  Td   d )
,in the range of Tc  (1  )Td   d  Tc  Td
(2  )

where α is the ratio of the cross-correlation peak to primary peak,  d is the code delay of
cross-correlation peak, Td is the chip spacing, and Tc is the code length.

A code delay  d can be obtained for given code phases of two GPS or WAAS satellites.
The value α is determined using relative signal strength between two satellites. The code
error due to cross-correlation peak can be computed using Equation B.1. Section 3.2.1
computes the error due to Doppler collision using this method and plots it as an error
envelope along with code-minus-carrier measurement.
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APPENDIX C: DOPPLER COLLISION ERROR ENVELOPE
Doppler collision error is determined by the cross-correlation function and the relative
code phase. The error follows a bound similarly to a multipath error envelope (Spilker et
al. 1996; Cox et al. 1999). In order to obtain Doppler collision error, code phases of the
primary peak and the cross-correlation peak are obtained using true ranges. The relative
code phase will determine the overlapping geographical area and the magnitude of
Doppler collision.

If the user position is not known, the true ranges cannot be determined. In such cases,
pseudorange code phases can be used to generate the error envelope. However, the
pseudorange code phases are affected by the presence of multiple GEO satellites.
Consider a case of only two WAAS satellites in view. The observed code phases of the
two satellites are given by

 eff 1  1   DC

C.1

 eff 2   2  DC

C.2

where  1 and  2 are pseudorange code phases for the first and the second satellite
respectively, with no Doppler collision conditions, and  DC is the code phase error due
to Doppler collision. The effect of Doppler collision on desired satellite is exactly equal but
opposite in magnitude on the second satellite. The Doppler collision error follows a
multipath envelope and thus the code measurement errors (in chips) are given in
Equation B.1 (Ray 2000).
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If the observed code phase is used, the relative delay will be affected by two times  DC
and the code delay of the cross-correlation peak during Doppler collision is

 dDC   d  2 DC

C.3

Thus the offset in code measurement error is given as
 error 


2 DC , in the range of 0   d  (1   )Td
1 

 error  0,in the range of (1   )Td   d  Tc  (1  )Td

 error  

C.4

 (Tc  Td 2 DC )
,in the range of Tc  (1  )Td   d  Tc  Td
(2  )

If the relative signal strength of the WAAS satellites is zero, α = 0.0616. For a standard
correlator Td  1 and the maximum error due to Doppler collision is  DC  0.0304 chip (~
9m). Thus the maximum offset in Doppler collision error caused by approximating the true
range code phases with pseudorange code phases is given by

 error  0.0035chip  1.03m, in the range of 0   d  (1   )Td
 error  0.0 chip, in the range of (1   )Td   d  Tc  (1  )Td

C.5

 error  0.0018chip  0.53m,in the range of Tc  (1  )Td   d  Tc  Td

Considering that the error envelope varies up to 9 m, an offset less than one meter is
acceptable. The error envelope computed using pseudorange code phases for Rx1, the
receiver used in Section 3.4.1 is shown in Figure C-2. The pseudorange based error
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envelope is compared against the error envelope obtained using the true geometric
ranges. The difference between the envelopes never exceeds 1.1 m and has a standard
deviation of 0.24 m. The variation is large during the rise and fall of the error envelope.

Figure C-2 Doppler collision error envelope using code phase from pseudorange
and geometric range
The theoretical error envelope is derived on a set of assumptions given below.
1. Infinite receiver bandwidth: In order to obtain C/A code error envelope given in the
equation B.1, the basic assumption is that the receiver bandwidth is infinite.
However, in practical conditions, the receiver bandwidth is always limited and the
correlation is never sharp (Braasch and Dierendonck 1999; Ray 2000). Instead,
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the peak is smooth and affects the measurement accuracy. The correlator triangle
peak would be become sharper if the IF sampling rate is increased, which would
also provide smaller chip spacing. There is always a limitation to receiver
bandwidth and is determined by factors such as signal bandwidth, signal-to-noise
ratio and receiver cost.
2. Choice of discriminator: In order to compute error envelop, it is assumed that the
code lock loop discriminator is operating in a linear region. For example, in case
of E-L discriminator, the linear region is ±0.5 chip. If the correlator arms go beyond
this range, the discriminator output is constant and does not match the actual value
(Kaplan and Hegarty 2005). The choice of discriminator is important factor in
determining error envelope.
3. No receiver noise or multipath: An important assumption to derive theoretical error
envelope is the absence of receiver noise and multipath error. If receiver noise is
present, the error envelope will not be smooth. In the above example, the error
envelope has variations because the code phases are derived from actual
measurements. Additionally, if there were a multipath on the incoming signal, it
would be difficult to isolate it from Doppler collision effect because both effects
have similar impact on the measurement error.
4. Proper choice of DLL Bandwidth: In Figure C-2, the maximum observed error
hardly reached the theoretical error envelope mainly because the data was
processed using a DLL bandwidth of 0.5 Hz. As explained in section 4.3.4, if the
DLL bandwidth is increased to 1 Hz, the observed error envelope closely matches
the theoretical error envelope.
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APPENDIX D: SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
The analysis of Doppler collision and its impact on an RTK solution is done using two
important software packages. The details of the software development undertaken to
achieve the research goals are listed below.

1. Software defined receiver - GSNRxTM
In order to process IF data, a software defined receiver is required. Figure D-3 shows a
block diagram of a generic software receiver (Kaplan and Hegarty 2005).

Figure D-3 Development of the modified software defined receiver
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GSNRx™, a highly configurable software defined GNSS receiver developed at the
University of Calgary (Petovello et al. 2008) is used to obtain GPS measurements which
include code, carrier phase, and Doppler observations. However, GSNRxTM does not
have WAAS capability and cannot provide WAAS measurements. A software
development was undertaken, and a modified version of GSNRxTM was realized which
can acquire and track WAAS satellites. Figure D-4 shows the modules implemented in
GSNRxTM.

Figure D-4 Development of the modified software defined receiver

Since WAAS navigation messages are different and extensive, no navigation message
decoder was implemented and instead, only code phase measurements were generated.
The full pseudorange was generated using Broadcast Ephemeris (Montenbruck et al.
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2014, 2017). Multiple tests were conducted to validate the WAAS measurements using
hardware-simulator and live data.

Table D-2 provides the list of parameters used in processing all GPS and WAAS IF data
in this thesis. If a parameter is changed for a specific condition, it is clearly mentioned in
relevant sections.

Table D-2 Parameters of modified GSNRxTM
DLL
Discriminators

Early – Late (E-L) discriminator
A mix of discriminators (Kaplan and Hegarty

PLL
2005)
PLL

PLL Bandwidth

Order

3

DLL

DLL Bandwidth

(Hz)

Order

(Hz)

5.0

1

0.5

Details

PLL DLL Tracker (Code
Rate aided with carrier)
Coherent Integration

1 ms for GPS and WAAS

2. RTK software solution - PLANSoftTM
Once the measurements are obtained, an RTK solution is obtained using PLANSoftTM, a
C++ based RTK solution software developed by the PLAN Group (Ong et al. 2009;
Bhandari et al. 2013). However, the RTK software solution could process only GPS and
GLONASS observations and has no capability to process Galileo, BeiDou, QZSS, WAAS
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or IRNSS measurements. A software development was conducted to add processing
modules for all remaining constellations. The development process involved realization
of decoders to utilize Broadcast Ephemeris for IRNSS and WAAS satellites. Figure D-5
shows the development of RTK software. The six constellations + SBAS RTK software is
one of the benefits of this research.

Figure D-5 Development of the six constellations + WAAS RTK software
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